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When the confession was
X shown to Will Rogers, the latX ter too, confessed. He Is a
X brother of Attorney A. T. RogX ers, father of the boy, and he
X .was In the home of his brother
X during the
kidnaping, while
X the latter was In court at Rathis
He was arraigned
X ton.
X forenoon.
X
There will be no comproX mise in the case and the two
X men will be prosecuted to the
X full extent of the law.
X
Governor Mills, who returnX ed this noon from Las Vegas
X brought with him copies of the
X confession of both men.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Or Way to Santa Fe.
Las VegaB, April 12. Joe Wigglps,
a former convict and Will Rogers, un
cle of little Waldo Rogers, who on the
night of March 29, was kidnaped and
held for $12,000 reward, which was
paid, were today given a preliminary
examination, and this afternoou hur
ried to the penitentiary at SanU Fc
The toe'.'nr; over the
for salelw-eplng- .
lonfesElon of Wlgglnsand Rosen is
.
e.y mgn, ana it was inougn-- iresi j
put both men out of pwilhle danger
of lynching. All of the money paid trr
the return of the child was found
wheie Rogers confessed he had lild
den it, at the home of hlB lather.
There is much sympathy for the aged
parents of Rogers, both of whom are
prostrated over the affair.
Will Be on No. 7.
Will Rogers and Wiggins, the Las
Vegas kidnappers will arrive in Santa
Fe tonight on Santa Fe train No. 7,
which is due here at 10:50 p. m. Captain Fred Fornorff of the Mounted Police will not return to Santa Fe until
tomorrow evening.
Praises Detectives.
Governor, Mills returned at noon
from Las Vegas, bringing with him
copies of the confessions of both WigThe governor was
gins and Rogers.
emphatic In his praise of the clever
work of the mounted police, the county officials and all who had helped
solve the great kidnaping case. In
particular he mentioned the work of
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena as being very clever, from reports he had
received.
The Confession of Wiggins.
12.
Las Vegas, April
Although
foreshadowed, the arrest of Will
In
for
the
implication
Rogers
Waldo Rogers
kidnaping of
about two weekB ago, was a startling
denouement of one of the greatest
sensations in the history of the southwest. John Rogers was in attendance
at a meeting and banquet of the Elks,
and bis being summoned at the height
of the festivities caused quite a commotion but it was quickly shown
was
Ha
that
be
innocent.
was taken to the Castaneda Hotel
where Will Rogers and Joe Wiggins were In custody of officers.
and
By this forenoon Wiggins
Will Rogers had confessed, while
John vehemently denied all knowledge of the crime. The arrest of Wiggins and securing a confession from
him, was the result of clever work by
Captain Fred Fornoff of the Mounted
Police, and those who worked with
him;
The confession was made last
evening to District Attorney Charles
W. O. Ward, In the presence of Fornoff.

Wiggins did not tell an altogether
story, but shielded
straightforward
himself as much as possible.
Wiggins had been pardoned from
the penitentiary by Governor Curry In
1909, while serving a life sentence
from Socorro for murder. He asserts
that he received a letter from vll
Rogers while employed as a miner ut
Madrid, Santa Fe county. "Do you
wnnt to make $10,000 easily?" the letter Inquired. "If so, come to Las
Vegas this evening." He leased a
Bmall houBe which Is located on the
Homerovllle road near the southern
line of the county seat. WIgglnB Bays
that Will Rogers came to him and
leased the house for three days,
March 27, 28 and 29. These were the
days preceding the kidnaping. Wiggins states further that Rogers se-
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Admission.
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KIDNAPERS CAUGHT.
Will Rogers and Joseph Wiggins, arrested last night at
Las Vegas, have confessed to
the kidnaping of
Waldo RogerB, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. T. Rogers and grand--;
son of Judge H. L. Waldo.
The ransom of (12,000 was
recovered Intact In the chimney at the home of the parents who are prostrated with
grief.
Wiggins was the first to confess. He had been sentenced
to the penitentiary from Socorro for life for murder. He was
pardoned out In 1909 by Go-

6
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Democrats at Denver
Throw Their Strength to
Martin

Anti-Spe-

Articles were also filed by the Belle Special to the New Mexican.
X
S
X
X X
.Carlsbad. N. M.. April 6. As the '
Des Moines, April 12. Judge $
of
X Land and Development Company
Martin
brawl,
result of a drunken
Washington, D. C, April 12. The X
Special to tho New Mexican.
Mendoza, a resident of the suburb of X
Washington, D. C, April X Colorado, whose office In New Mexico House Committee on Territories will 1C William S. Kenyon (Republl- - SS
ran
WD! AlcptOfI TTnltd Dint..
Chihuahua was killed. A man named X 11. Chairman Flood will call X is at Tres Pledras with Joseph P. consider the statehood joint resoluon X Rlnker the New Mexico agent. The tions tomorrow and it is believed that V Senator to succeed the late
House committee
S. Rodriguez is being hunted to an- X the
Senator Dolllver on the sixty- swer for the shooting. The killing X territories for a meeting on X company intends to operate in Rio the committee will report favorably
seventh ballot in the Iowa leg- - X
Mendoza X Thursday upon the request of X Grande, Mineral, Conejos, and Costilla, and without delay a resolution adwas the result of booze.
islature this afternoon. His X
was found dead with a bullet .hole X Judge A. B. Fall, who has pre-- X Colorado, and is capitalized at $75,-00- mitting both territories and not mereor 750 shares at $100. The amount ly approving their constitutions,
it
victory cams on the second X
In his chest and posses are scouring X pared an amendment to the X
of $2,500 has been subscribed.
ballot today after a stormy ses- - St
is understood that while the President
the country the surrounding country X Arizona House Joint Resolu- - X
slon.
The Home Land and Loan Company would not sign such a resolution he
Kenyon Is a progressive X
for Rodriguez.
X tlon trying to prevent the op- - X of
Farmington, San Juan county, Sled would not veto it and It would become X Republican.
Riddled By Four Bullets.
X position
of Senator Bailey X articles
of incorporation In the office law by limitation. However, Senator
Santa Rosa, N. M., April 6. DIoni-d- X and his 21 Democratic follow-- X of the territorial
Native of Ohio.
secretary today. The Bailey, of Texas, is reported to have
X
Velesquez was shot four times X ers In the Senate.
William S. Kenyon is a lawyer and
company is Incorporated at $50,000 said that he has twenty-on- e
Demo
Hundreds of members in X
through the body with a 38 revolver X
50
at
value
was
of
shares
crats
a par
born in Elyria, Ohio, June 10,
.and the regular Republicans
consisting
and Juan Archlbeque is charged with X the- HouBe, many
with the X of 1,000 and it commences business with him not to admit
Arizona unless 1809, and was educated at Grlnnell.
shooting him. The shooting occurred X longest service, were given X with a paid up capital of $5,000. The .the recall Is eliminated from its con- Iowa,
receiving LL B from the Gren-nein PIntada canyon, about 15 miles X only one committee appoint- - X
are D. E. Bundy, J. D. stitution or the people are given a
He was admitted to the
College.
west of Santa Rosa. The first news X ment, Including the "Father Xj incorporators
R. Hildebrand, of Aztec.
and
Horn
vote
Senaon
J.
to
chance
it
bar
and
separately.
engaged In the practice of
of the tragedy was received here when X of the House" Bingham of X L. J. Cower of
and W. tor Owen, on the other band, threat- law In Iowa. He served as
publlo
the wounded man was brought in by X Pennsylvania with 34 years of X B. Coston also of Farmington,
Farmington. Messrs. ens to filibuster unless Arizona is ad- prosecutor of Webster county for two
It was X service. Very few were glv- - X Bundy, Horn and Clston
his brother for treatment.
diare
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with
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Its
mitted,
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terms
and
was
of
the 11th ludi- judge
cured some rooms for him and his found that his wounds were not nec X
An- - X rectors for the
en three committees.
first three months. tion entire, and that if Arizona is to cial district of Iowa for one term.
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wife and supplied them with $16 essarily fatal, that with proper atten X
X
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The company
50 vote on the recall separately,
then was anorney lor tne
drews was given
incorporated
lllnols Central
worth of groceries. Wiggins told the tion he would probably recover. The X committees as last Bession, X years.
New Mexico shall be compelled
to railroad until 1907 and
as
learned
the
counofficers that he and his wife returned particulars of
general
affair,
and X
Has $200,000 Capital.
vote on state-wid- e
X Territories,
.Agriculture
prohibition sepa sel at Chicago ld07-1He was apto the house on March 31, after the from Velasquez, were meager. He
X
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to
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the
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to
talking
child had been restored
attorney genhis parents
- X A. M. Lienau has returned from Albu1b making
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to
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Curry
working
George Curry
eral of the United States, March 10,
upon the payment of $12,000 to tho Archlbeque, when the latter suddenly X
qucnt visits to the War De-- X querque where he examined the affairs fect a compromise agreeable to all 1910. His home is in Fort Dodge, la.
He ran, and
There they found the opened fire on him.
kidnapers.
and
which
factions
admit
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would
conIs
ComX
of
in
the
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Insurance
Fire
and
X
long
trousers and mask worn by the mask- while running sold that 14 shots werej X partment with General Ed- - X pany which he found bus a cash capi- territories without delay with their
Adjourned Today.
ferencea
Des Moines, April 12. The Iowa
ed man who entered the Rogers fired at him, four of them taking X
In
of
the Bu- - X tal on hand of $200,000. The com- present constitution.
wards
charge
which has been
legislature
home at midnight Thursday morning effect. Later Archlbeque came In and X
X pany will likely be admitted to the
Timber and Land Suits.
reau of Insular affairs.
His
all winter over the question of
and took the child from the arms of surrendered to Sheriff Casaus.
an
date.
X
at
H.
W.
in
John
H.
Andrews
territory
of
early
Delegate
today
Judge
Copies
the United States aenatorship will adhis mother. They also found the version of the affair was, that while S
troduced a bill to submit to the dis
Knaebel's "The Predicament X
For tha Treasury.
he was returning from work he saw X
journ sine die at 2 o'clock this afterclothing given the intruders by Mrs.
courts
trict
the
suits
X
the
M.
A.
and
Territorial
New
by
Treasurer
Otero
brought
Mexico
Arizona,"
X
of
leave
Mrs.
noon. The House by a vote of 74 to
and
Archibeque
Rogers so that her boy might have Velasquez
He followed X ' were received here .today and X has received a check from Jackson United States against various holders 77 this morning concurred in the senhis house
together.
clean and warm apparel.
timber lands, the ate resolution to
much, interest. X Agea treasurer of Grant county, for of New Mexico
some distance up a canyon to X are creating
them
that effect.
Wiggins told the officers that he
the couple sat down and, he X The plan suggested by him for X $197.92 and $2 from the game warden federal government seeking to annul
No Choice Yet in Colorado.
and his wife had thrown these articles where
the sales and contracts relating to
X for the territorial treasury.
He X proclaiming
the
affectionate.
admission
became
very
said,
into an outhouse. True to his story,
timber lands under the act of June 21,
Denver, Colo., April 12. CongressDr. W. A. Gray Is Missing.
then approached the pair and he be X of the territories, may receive X
the things were found after a search
1898, In the Sacramento,
Manzano, man Martin today received 34 votes
Demo- - X
ran and X attention at tonight's
of the mounted police reVelasquez
The
gan
office
shooting..
r
Zuni and other districts.
of the
Democrats in the
by the officers. In spite of the Wig
Archlbeque fired at him as long as X cratlc conference and meeting X ceived the following letter from Major
He also Introduced a bill for the re senatorial ballot
gins story that he and his wife had the ammunition lasted.
Maupln was given
Archlbeque X of the HouBe Committee on X Sylvester, superintendent of- the police
lief of Frank L. Rael $15,000, and one vote and Dr. B. L. Jefferson two;
no further participation In the crime
X force of Washington, D. C, asking aid
says David Urban and Maria Cornelia X Territories on Thursday.
$3,000 for the loss of life.
then to rent young Rogers the house, Tenorlo know all about It, and he
Speer received 28. The Republicans
In locating Dr. William A. Gray who
cast 31 for C. W. Waterman.
the officers believe they are both ac wants them both as witnesses for his
Free Trade.
has disappeared from home:
tively connected with the crime. Re defence at the preliminary examina
Washington, April 12. Chairman
Headquarters, of the Metropolitan
Washington, April 11. At a caucus
MINING CAMP IN
fusal of the Rogers boys to pay Wig tion.
of the House Democrats to be held Police, Detective Bureau, Washington, Underwood of the Ways rand Means
ALASGA SUSTAINS FIRE LOSS.
gins his share of the $12,000 is be
committee of the House, today Intro
Double Killing In Socorro County. tonight, the legislative program of the D. C. April 7, 1911.
u
'
lieved to be the cause for. Wiggins'
A. duced his bill to put on the free list
Socorro, N. M, April 6. Meagre extra session probably will be deter-rdneOn March 1, 1911, Dr. William
willingness to confess. Wiggins says details reached here of a double killThe prevailing opinion that Gray, white, 75 years old, about 5 feet about one hundred articles now dut Twenty Buildings at Itltarod City
Were Burned Down Destructhat Will Rogers wrote him a letter ing at San Pedro, across the river the ways and means committee will 6, 140
Ible. The list is of especial benefit to
pounds, gray hair and beard.
tion Amounts to $100,000.
after 'the successful issue of kidnap from San Antonio, south of here. Can- urge the caucus to take up first the
the farmers and Includes meats of
slightly stooped, and walks with head
to
him
all
burn
up
ing plot Imploring
dido Romero a young unmarried man Canadian reciprocity agreement which bowed and eyes downward, wore nearly all kinds, lumber, leather
letters that had been sent to Wiggins of that
Kaltag, Alaska. April 12. Details of
place, shot and killed Deputy wlil be adopted sb the "Underwood brown suit, dark brown overcoat with goods, etc.
the fire which on April 4, threatened
by Rogers. Later, John and Will Rog Sheriff Santiago Padilla over family Bill" and allow time for hearings. In velvet collar, brown fedora hat, black
the destruction of Iditarod City, the
ers rode to his home In an automobile difficulties and then turned the gun the meanwhlle-th- e
bills relating to tho shoes, had possibly fifty or more dol- FLYING FROM LONDON
in
TO PARIS, FRANCE. big new mining camp, are slow
and Will asked him to keep silence against himself, killing
himself in- popular election of senators, the pub lars In his possession, disappeared
coming as there is Mo wire communiand destroy all evidence of the crime stantly. Padilla leaves a family.
lication before election of all cam from his home in this city.
cation with the town. The Iosb is esby moving about the furniture In the
statehood
for
Pleads Guilty to Shooting.
Dr. Gray is of a quiet and kindly na- Intrepid French Aviator Crosses Engpalgn contributions,
timated at $100,000.
lish Channel and Establishes
room so that it might not be recog
Twenty build
Las Cruces, N. M., April 6. The New Mexico and Arizona will also be ture, naturally reticent, but sufficienta New Record.
ings were burned, but the fire spread
nized by the child, at least, so said territorial grand jury returned an in- adopted.
ly talkative when addressed, but owso
that
slowly
London, April 12. Pierre Prler, the
nearly all the stock
Wiggins. John remained outside and dictment against Alfred Frederick
Although President Taft might be ing to bis age and recent Illness, bis
was saved.
knew nothing of Will's mission.
Murcel on a charge of shooting Alfred unwilling to disapprove' 'the constitu mental condition is bad. He was last aviator, started in an aeroplane from
London
to
an
make
attempt
today in
Parker, the affray taking place at tion of Arizona because of its provi- seen about 3 p. m. on the first ultimo,
Rogers Confesses.
the flight to Paris without a stop, suc LADIES CALL THEODORE
During the night, Will Rogers, con Rincon, both parties belonging to a sion for the recall of judges, he is at Wisconsin and Dumbarton avenues
ROOSEVELT NASTY NAMES.
crossed
the
cessfully
English channel
fronted with the Wiggins story, also carnival company which was exhibit seeking to find a way by which that N. W.
between Dover and Calais and conGeorge B. Chew a relative, will pay
confessed, although his story differed ing at that town. Murcel was arraign provision may be stricken out by the
New York, April 12. "Stupid
a reward of $200 for information lead- tinued on his flight toward the French
somewhat from the Wiggins- - tale. ed In court yesterday and pleaded people of Arizona themselves.
"absolute fool," "purveyor,
He has consulted frequently with ing to his whereabouts, whether dead capital.
Will Is only 21 years of age and late guilty. Judge Porker has not yet
o balderdash" and "clumsy, common
290 Miles Without Stop.
and or alive, and this department will pay
ly had been employed by the Agua passed sentence upon him, All of the Attorney General Wlckersham
e
Issy (Les Mollneaux, April 8. Avl-to- r and vulgar meddler" are a few of the
$100 additional for the information,
Pura Water company. John Rogers, witnesses who have been held here has concluded that it might be
Prler arrived here at 6:45, having epithets which Colonel Roosevelt's
for him to disapprove the con provided he Is alive.
who is 30 years of age, and was a for the past week, were discharged.
Kindly have careful Inquiry made made the trip from London, about latest dictum that marriages of less
stttution on account of one clause.
stenographer In the office of A. T.
than four children are sterile, has
'
To Chairman Flood of the House of all church missions and lodging-house- 290 miles, without a stop.
Rogers, the attorney and father of the ANOTHER MURDER ON
have the police, hospital, and
garnered among New York women of
committee on territories and RepreTHE BELEN CUT-OFkidnaped child, Insisted upon his inprominence. Mrs. Isaac L. Rice, pressentative Houston of Tennessee the death records examined; also request MILLIONAIRE SORRY HIS
nocence and has fully established
SONS ARE WEALTHY. ident of the Society for the SuppresOld Abel Sedlllot President today outlined a scheme to your local newspapers to publish an
of
the Twenty-Five-Yea- r
it. The aged
parents
sion of Unnecessary Noises, believing
solve the problem.' The President's account of his disappearance, and if
of Albuquerque Found Dead
Rogers boys are prostrated with grief,
obtained
editor comes
Pasadena, Cal., April 12. The spec- that the contributing
proposition was that the constitution located or any Information is
at Duoro.
for while the money was hidden in the
no
e
his
to
tacle of a
whereabouts, Immediately
regretting within the scope of her work, says:
pending before Congress be approved as
chimney of their home, they had no
his
his
sons had inherited
wealth "How like the colonel! No question
that
Abel Sedillos, 25 years old, a resi and that later the people of Arizona, tify.
knowledge of the crime.
Land Entries.
was presented by Samuel W. Alton of Is too great or too Intimate for him
Will Rogers Is said to have been dent of Albuquerque, was found mur under the constitutional power, prothe
entries
were
land
The
and
who
declared
following
Chicago
to bawl out his solution."
Pasadena,
an amendment permitting the
given the first impulse for the crime dered yesterday In construction camp pose
at the local land office yesterday: My- in an Interview that his children were Mrs. Marcia F. Townsend contribat Duro, 18 recall to apply to all officers now menby reading a detective story called No. 5 of the Belen cut-of- f
Duf
K.
Maurice
F.
ron
In
hard
unfortunate
the
not
Fifleld,
Aztec;
having
'
utes the opinion that Theodore is a
miles east of Vaughn, Guadalupe tioned except Judges,
"Silent War."
George W. knocks he suffered when he climbed to
If there Ib a sentiment against the fy, Edward Duffy, Willard;
and maybe a few
"fool,
Child Gave the Clue.
county, where he was employed as a
Huns L. Ander- success. Alton said in part:
Sheridan,
"My
Progreso;
suba
In
Arizona
"America is In much
Captain Fornoff came to Santa Fe comlssary, The family resides on recall of Judges
C. McRea, boys are to Inherit wealth, but they other things.
son,
Bloomfleld;
Douglas
voters
the
the
question to
on last Saturday, He came to get a South Broadway in Albuquerque. An mission of
La Plata; Betsey Robins, Estancla; will be the sadder for it They are more danger from the prophet of race
suicide than from other perils," adds
picture of Wiggins. When he return- axe covered with blood and the evi would reveal li.
Jose Pablo Salazar, Wagon Mound; missing the real blood training of
ed to Las Vegas he took the picture dences of a hard struggle, showed
Jose Andres Martinez, Ortiz, Santa
The scions of the wealthy Mrs. Raymond Browne, president of
INVESTIGATING
LO
RIMER
T.
to the home of Mr. and Mrs. A.
that Sedillo did not die without a
Fe county.
are satisfied for the most part, to be the woman suffragette study club.
COMMITTEE HA8 NAMES.
Rogers and showed it to the child, fight for his life. His father, who Is
nonenltles. If every young man and
Visited Mara Road.
who at once manifested his pleasure said to be feeble minded, 1b mention
D. woman In the world does his or her PHILADELPHIA, BOSTON AND
Territorial Engineer Charles
and clasped the picture to his heart, ed in connection with the killing and Springfield, 111., April 11. Accord- Miller
FRISCO ARE CORRUPT.
has returned from Las Vegas duty, every child will be taught to
saying: "That's my friend, I love officers are now on their way to ing to a story In circulation here to- where he went with Governor Mills rave. My wife and I have taught our
committee investigatSenate
the
him."
day
Cambridge, Mass., April 12. "Philroad. The work servants to save. They all have from
Vaughn with the avowed purpose of
Lorimer election, is in pos- to look over the Mora
That settled it for Wiggins. Fornoff
him into custody pending a ing the
has been under way near- $2,000 to $3,000 and invested in stock- adelphia Is not only corrupt, but conroad
on
this
taking
session of the names of the persons
made a dash for his place. In the
It appears
prothorough
yards stock, which pays 6 per cent." tented in its corruption; the earth-referred to as "WE" in the alleged ly three months and considerable
afternoon the prisoner was confronted that the Investigation.
quake and fire have not rid San Francame
Those who have
Sedillo
has
been
made.
upon
slayer
gress
S.
conversation
between Clarence
with the child who at once recognized while the
cisco of civil evils, and Boston still
was at work on his
seen
done
work
latter
the
Bay It is excellent demon are jubilant.
Union
Hlnes
the
at
Funk and Edward
climbed into his lap bookB
the
loves the open saloon, bombards the
New Mexico Board of Pharmacy.
and struck him in the back of
The work is being
and
enduring.
In
One
Club
person
Chicago.
and patted his cheek.
League
The New Mexico Board of Phar- legislature with substitutes for the
A terrible
done by a gang of convicts from the
head with an axe.
the
a
of
be
to
is
child
the
said
the
Mr.
manager
large
prat"Hello,
Friend,"
macy closed its session yesterday af- bar and bottle bill substitutes for the
In which furniture
penitentiary.
State street, Chicago, department territorial
tled. "We had some good times didn't struggle followed
The Governor and territorial engin ternoon at Albuquerque with the cer- Puritan Sabbath." In these words
and papers in the car were scattered store. The other Is suld to be Presiwe? I love oo!"
about. The young man evidently fell dent of a Chicago bank. One of them eer were met at the station by a party tification of three candidates as reg- the Rev. Dr. E. T. Turnlck, chairman
Wiggins saw the jig was up and
of Las Vegans and were taken to istered pharmacists, giving them, the of the evangelization board of the
confessed. The arrest of Will Rogers to the floor with terrible axe wounds Is said to be out of the country.
luncheon at the Castenada hotel and right to practice in this territory. The New England Methodists, condemns
In the back of the head and neck.
followed.
thence In nutoB to tho scene of the sessions of the board were begun in the three cities In his annual report.
His throat showed signs of finger
Suspected From the Start.
road
work near Snnello. In the party tho Commercial Club Monday morn- - Resolutions embodying his condemnaA
marks.
of
laborer
went
X
the gang
MURDER REPORTED
As Intimated In tho New Mexican,
were Governor William .1. Mills, Ter- ing, continuing all that day and a tion have been adopted by the New
to
car
the
for
HAGERMAN.
Will
X
AT
two days after the kidnapping,
early
commisary
gro S
The first
ritorial Engineer C. D. Miller, F. H. large part of yesterday.
England Methodist conference.
Sheriff Charles L, Dullard of X
Rogers had been suspected from the ceries and found the man In a pool of X
Pierce, Harry W. Kelly, County Com day's work iu the examination conX
X
who
start. The New Mexican could not blood. He gave the alarm.
Chaves
county,
Roswell,
of
theoretical
yeswork
sisted
only,
County
missioner
Martinez!,
Benlgno
JUST LIKE A WOMAN
X
was In attendance at the meet- - X Commissioner
tell, but it knew that It had been disJohn S. Clark, William terday's session being given over to
FORGIVES HUSBAND.
covered thut. a screen door In the COMPLETE
COUNTERFEITING
X
Cattle X
lng of the territorial
M. it. Padgett, Chus. a practical quiz on prescription comColonel
Harper,
PLANT DISCOVERED. X Sanitary Bonrd at Albuquer- - X
Rogers home had been cut from the
and general drug work.
pounding,
A. Snlcss and Robert .1. Taupert.
Pueblo, April 12. Discovering her
Denver, Colo., April 12. A counter- X que yesterday, of which he is X
Inside; that the telephone wires had
Three of the seven candidates were
Returns to Taos.
husband In the company of another
been disconnected from tho inside, feiting plant, complete in every detail, X a member, was culled from X
s
successful In the examination. These
Coal Oil Inspector
Territorial
In their home In Bessemer,
woman
that the intruder had keys to the was discovered in a three-looterX
the Duke City this morning to X
of AlbuquerMartinez returned today to IiIh are R. R. MarFarland
doors, that he was strangely confident race at 1222 West Thirty-seventav- X
take up a man hunt in tho X home in Taos after spending a couple que; Dr. L. P. Jackson of Montoyn, Mrs. Mary Shea attempted to break
of hlB ground and calmly waited 45 enue, In the heart of the Italian quar- X Sacramento mountains whlth- - X of
up the meeting, and in her efforts endays here on business connected and Arthur Balsley of Albuquerque.
In a fight with her husband,
minutes while the mother dressed the ter, by Detectives John J. Leyden and X er the alleged murderer of a X
office.
Mr. Martinez spoke The next meeting of the board which gaged
his
with
child and with one subterfuge after
Mlddleton X enthusiastically of the outlook for will be held at the call of the presi- Michael Shea, which resulted in his
named
Frank Mullgan, Special Agent R. H. X sheepman
on a charge of assault. At his
another dragged out the time In the Love of the United States internal X near
Hagermau, Cliuves coun- - X farmers and ranchers and said that dent of the bonrd, will be held in this arrest
vain hope that help might como, that revenue
Unit- X 1y, fled last night. A posse Is X in his county the spring plowing Is go- city and the following one will likely preliminary hearing today, Mrs. Shea
and
Deputy
department
a detective named Wells had accom- ed States Marshal ffi. B. Chadwlck. X in pursuit and Ballard will X
declared she did not blame her husing merrily on and planting Is being be held In Roswell, Chaves county.
panied Will Rogers almost to the Along with the molds, the press and X
Partlc- - X done with hopes of nbundnnt crops. Mr. and Mrs. Monte L. Powell enter- band so much as she did "the old cat
without
delay.
it
join
was with him." The alleged "old
point where the money was paid over, a large
quantity of bullion the officers X ulars of the murder are lack- - X The heavy snows and rnlns thla sea- tained the members of the board at that
that the latter went ahead half a mile found
world of good, he dinner at their residence on West Cop- cat" did not appear at the hearing
X son will likely do
exactly $1,000 in counterfeit $1 X ing.
and her identity was not revealed.
declared and the orchardists and eat per avenue last night.
coins.
"
n Paga "Ivs.)
(Continued
Washington, April 12. The United
States boundary commlBBlon, which is
to
the boundary line be
tween Texas and New Mexico will
leave Monohan, Texas, on April 15,
for the southeast corner of New Mex
lco, where it will begin Its work. It
Is expected that the commlBBlon
which consists of former United
States Senator Francis M. Cockrell,
representing the United States, and
Sam R. Scott, the state of Texas, will
require about three months to finish
the work. About 30 brass plates,
which are to be set in solid cement
bases, three feet square, have been
forwarded to the commission. These
are to he used In replacing the piles
of stones used by Clark In 1859 In
marking the boundary.
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PROGRESSING.
The Danish ambassador Is Investionly the timber directly owned by
WHAT IS TO BECOME OF THE ulars, it is for a similar reason. The CARDINAL QIBB0N8 ON TRUST8.
The New Mexican la pleased to
Cardinal Gibbons Is a prince of the
BOY SCOUTSf
New York papers rocognlzo this same
the Weyerhaeuser Timber Company gating woman's suffrage in Colorado.
and Its subsidiary corporations.
Some five or six months ago the or- startling fact, for one of them says: Catholic church who believes ln the
It It la to be feared that his observations learn that the Board of Education Is
Review .does not "include timber Interests of In that Democratic bailiwick will not not losing sight of desirability of man- ganisation of Boy Scouts In New "The Investigations put In motion fullest publicity. He himself Is not
members of the Weyerhaeuser family be very favorable to the cause. That ual training and domestlo science for Mexico was started in Santa Fe. In- since the disaster have already, ln averse to publicity. He Is not like
and their close associates.
This is not tbe fault of woman's suffrage, the public schools. Inquiry Is being tended entirely for the uplift of the the opinion of the press, revealed the those public officials, those churchNEW MEXICAN PRINTING
New York laws for fire protection ln men, those politicians who dread pubgreat holding, also, Is nearly all be- however, but of the political complex- made Into the arnllablllty of the old boys and ultimately to make better
headquarters building near the High citizens It was thought the men would high buildings as a hopeless Jumble, licity, who virtually say that the
ing held off the market for the future ion of the Centennial State.
School for such purpose. The New take special Interest ln tbe movement nearly all the fire bureaus of the city public has no right to know how pub-ll- o
OF GEORGIA.
MANUFACTURES
rise In timber values. . , The timber
monies are expended, bow publlo
In other places ln the territory it has
PAUL A. P. WALTER,
in speaking of tbe expansion ol Mexican believes It can be adapted
government having a little authority business is
holdings of the Northern Paclflo Railbeen bo. Men have enthusiastically
transacted, how public ofEditor nci President
in the matter, while none of them, ap
way company, which ranks third In manufacturing in the South yesterday, the purpose, altbought still better,
ficials d6 their duty and what methFRANK P. 8TURQES,
referred especially new building constructed according come forward to drill and assist In
be effective.
to
has
importance, amount to 32.3 billion the New Mexican
parently,
enough
ods are employed to carry elections.
every way to carry on what seemed" to The
feet. This, it will seem, Is much less to the census statistics just made pub- to modern lines for Just tills object be
very number of these official In- He is not like the old Quaker, whoBe
aud would be more desirable. But that
especially their work.
least-ser- ves
than either the Southern Pacific or the lic for the states of Alabama'
at
or
six,
vestigationsfive
In
been
wife
How
Fe?
Santa
has
it
peeked through the keyhole one
South Carolina.
Yesterday were is secondary at present, the primary
So
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER1
to emphasize this fact."
Weyerhaeuser holding.
Three women's clubs gave twenty-fiv- e
day and saw the husband kissing the
the
also
manufacturing
Is
made
need
manual
the
r.
train
public
itself,
Beoretary-Treasurething
no
"The extraordinary Increase In the
A committee
of many guardians to watch, and yet
dollars each.
hired girl. She gently remonstrated
the year 1909 of the ing and domestic science. Says the
value of timber land is shown In the statistics for
women taken from each of these clubs watching don" exclaimed The Even- with her liege lord.
of Georgia, he greatest manufac- May number of the Delineator, Jui
state
"So many laws obeyed
arranged for a dunce and with the ing World,
Entered as Second Class Matter at following especially striking Instances turing state of the South, whose man- out:
He promptly replied: "Wife, If thou
taken directly from the field reports
assistance of the Scouts made it a by a means that effectively nullified dost not stop thy peeking thou wilt
Banta Fe Postofflce.
ufactured products are thirty times
for
multitudes
"Education
of
of the agents of the Bureau of Corpor
Centralization of authority cause trouble ln the family."
girls social and financial success. The beau- them!"
those of New Mexico and which em(and boys, too, though we omit them tiful flag was given by a woman.
ations:
and a consequent centralization of reRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Trouble of that kind Ib wholesome.
ploys thirty times as many people in entirely from
consideration)
"One informant stated that In 1895 Its mills and factories.
present
Where are the men? Rev. J. G. My- sponsibility in a single department it has a wonderfully moral effect, It
Dally, per week, by carrier
f .25 a tract of timber land
spring-boara
has
been
like
ex
much
then
who originated the movement in are abaolutely Imperative," aays the cleanses Angean stables that otherIn Virginia was
The summary for the state shows
76
Dally, per month, by carrier
from a wharf over deep water. New Mexico has so far worked alone. Brooklyn Eagle.
wise would spread disease through
65 offered him for $3,500, and he refused an Increase at the census of 1909 as tending
Dally, per month, by mall
Each
school
life
has
The
taken
of
year
to
past few weeks with four or five Labor unions numbering a quarter out tho body politic.
buy it. Later, (date not given) compared with that for 1904. In the
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them
to
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end
of
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the
the
a
each
board,
a
con
marched
from
was
the
tract
million members, last week
sold for $48,000, a thtr- order of their importance,
prepare
week,
There la much interest therefore.
I.SO
Dally, six months, by mall
no nearer the water. On graduation firmation class to Instruct, giving the streets of New York in silent in the following Interview which Car
7.00 teenfold Increase.
percentage standpoint, tbe principal
Dally, one year, by mall
much
snd
them
we
time
to
off
have
Just
day
thought
that
pushed
In
"In
firmconditions
as
Improve
follows:
Louisiana
dinal GlbbonB gave recently to the
protest against the
1882, a
.26
bought Items ranks
Weekly, per month
menU on bis church his energy has caused the death of so many of their press and which is so Judicious, so
Capital 60 per cent; number of es and said: 'You've had quite a bit of
.50 a tract of about 90,000 acres of yellow
Weekly, per Quarter
never flagged. Mr. Mythen is now go- number In such
that its effect must be
manner,
In 1P09 the same tablishments. 49 per cent; cost of ma formal gymnastics: now swim,
1.00 pine for $19,000.
frightful
WeeWr, six month, by mall
for a much needed rest and and
terials used, 40 per cent; number of
1.00 tract was sold for $1,125,000.
"Oh, but this is putting it too bitter ing east
Wfcokl, per year
yet, the majority of those who great ln counteracting tbe anarchis"In Michigan a lumberman was of salaried officials and clerks, 36 per Iy. The schools, In their present char- change. Is there no man, are there marched ln line muttering imprecat- tic and socialistic doctrines that are
The Weekly New Mexican Review
no men, to come forward and offer to
M the oldest newspaper In New Mex fered, but failed to purchase, a section cent; value of products, 34 per cent; acter, bring down many generations of
against property
ions against the men who
employ being preached
do this work for the boys while he Is
'
We can not think
ico. It Is sent to every postofflce In of white pine in 1883 for $3,200. In salaries and wages, 32 per cent; great educators.
them, will on election day march to rights:
there
Is
no man or set of men the
"An important condition ln the Inthe Territory and has a large and 1895 he bought the same piece for value added by manufacture, 27 per for a minute that we are doing more gone?
polls and vote the Tammany tick
cent; miscellaneous expenses, 25 per than build on what they have already who care?
of the dustrial development of this country
growing circulation among the Intel- $125,000.
et, and for the continuation
How
the
Is
movement
of
number
wage
gripping
same inefficiency, political graft is the fact that the right of the pec-;'-.e
"In Wisconsin a company owning cent; and average
ligent and progressive people of the
wrought. But let us build!
of the United States, very
every
earners employed during the year, 13
to fair and honest treatment by
Southwest,
and perverseness
In civic affairs,
"It Is our task In this generation to may beportion from
and hardwood
hemlock, tamarack,
the
edcent
gauged
following
Just as the class which growls loudest the big business interests is dally bemake the school not only a formal itorial note
timber land stated that this land per
ln today's
were 4,792 manufacturing esThere
Albuquerque against lack of police protection and coming more widely recognized by
THURSDAY, APRIL 13, 1911.
could have been bought in 189 i for 50 tablishments In 1909 and 3.219 "ln mental gymnasium, but also, to a
Morning Journal:
other shortcomings
ln Santa Fe'i broadmlnded and progressive men.
cents an acre. In 1906 the company
greater extent than ever . before,
"The growth of the Boy Scouts of
1904, an increase of 1,573, or 49 per
Laws are being passed and enforced
was offered $16 an acre for It, and In cent
municipal affairs, will shout loudest
specific training quarters (and a dis- America has been
for the proper regulation and control
remarkably great on election day
commission
the
all
for
workers
1908 it valued the land at at least $30
against
The capital invested, as reported in tributing station)
since the beginning of the year. The
of great
corporations,
particularly
0.' all the world.
an acre.
government and against those who
1909, was $202,913,000, a gain of $67,- interest of the boys and of the par would
public service companies, and the
real
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election
advocate
the
a
"In
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of
about
Oregon
5,500
'In such a view of the case the ents in the Boy Scout activities keens
01.000, or 50 per cent over $135,212,NATION'8 TIMBER RESOURCES.
of
each
are
the
year bepeople
rights
to municipal positions.
New Mexico Is fortunate In that It acres was assembled shortly before 000 In 1904. The average capital per school's first task would be to unroll increasing despite the fact that the businessmen
ing better guarded and protected. This
was
for
In
1892
1909
It
about
1904
was
1909
and
$24,000.
before its young recruits a sort of map organization has
establishment for
has ten million acres In for3t reservis as It Bhould be. It creates honesty
grown from nothing
WHERE UNCLE 8AM LAGS.
0'. the world's work. And we find that In one
approximately $42,000.
es on which reforestation will be the valued above $1,000,000.
In business relations,
and without
year to a membership of four
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I
I
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know
when
don't
"In
a
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about
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cost
used
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It
The
of
materials
Oregon
begins to do It.
rule and which will guarantee the
there can be no real prohundred thousand. This rapid growth
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I
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last
agreeably
surprised
acres
was
assembled
from
as
claim
was
$83,625,the
$116,931,000,
In the public Bchool system of Chi ln the last three months has necesagainst
commonwealth a timber supply for
On one of a flotilla gress.
ober a year ago.
In 1896 at about $800 or $900 000 In 1904, an increase of $33,306,000, cago, for Instance, the course on Chi
sitated the doubling of the executive of
many years to come . In addition It holders e
"It was said recently by Theodore
I
was with a party
nine
steamers,
or
of
40
cent.
cost
The
claim.
The
val
per
average
per
present
cago Itself ai an object of study, force ln the national headquarters
has large tracts of timber In private
N. Vail, the head of the great teleMisof
down
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in
1909
materials
establishment
Congressman
going
Is
st
rate
per
the
of
uation
la
which
$41,760
par
given in the eighth year of since James E. West accepted the
ownership, one of the most magnifl-cen- t
phone and telegraph interests, that
a flftyfold Increase upon the
sissippi River to New Orleans, and tbe
approximately $24,000, and in the grade schools, includes a view of
as
public should be considered
pieces of timber being tributary claim,
position as executive secretary. The we did not meet a ton of
on
1904, $26,000.
which
the
claim
holders
freight
price
the
original
of
the city, its fac reason for this la shown clearly by a
to the proposed railroad from Santa
occupations
vi' tual partners ln all matters that
The value of products in 1909 was
all
of
stretch
that
that
fifteen
received
grand
great
years
ago.
Thereto the common welfare.
tories, its stores, its offices; its way few statistics for March. Five thou
Fe to Farmlngton. Says the Scientific
river. Having always been an enthu- pertainhe
"In Oregon, again, a tract w is 202,641,000, and $151,040,000 in 1904. of making Its living.
sand letters were received, almost
American relative to the Nation's timsays, he believes that there
fore,
s
of
siastic
advocate
1900 for $36,000, and in 190S an increase of $51,601,000 or 34 per
improvein
waterway
bought
"No
be
should
boy or girl who takes this double the number of December last.
proper public control and
ber supply;
cent. The average per establishment
it was sold at $425,000.
course can be quite so aimless as be In March eleven thousand letters ments, such a spectacle and condit- regulation of publlo service compa"Standing timber Is necessarily the
was
ion distressed me."
approximately $42,000 in 1909, fore.
Apart from the concentration of
nies. This utterance from a man repwere sent out to
source of our future lumber supply.
Boy Scouts and
and $47,000 in 1904.
Thus spoke Representative Philip C. resenting 70,000 stockholders Is indiScout Masters and persons Inquiring
It Is but natural that thinking persons timber ownership outlined above,
"But
It's
new
course.
a
It's
very
The
value
added
by manufacture
Mr. Campbell cative of the progressive spirit of the
view with alarm its concentration, there Is another problem possibly of represents the difference between the Just a sprout of growth toward the about the movement, that number Campbell of Kansas.
is JiiBt back from a trip to Canada, times. It shows a broad appreciation
not only In private hands, but In a few greater Importance, which has been cost of materials used and their value
when the schools will being more than double the correday
where he went on a tour of personal of the rights of the people.
referred to as a "sinister land con
private hands. A report prepared by
auer me manufacturing processes not only give complete information spondence of December last.
In
After all timber has
Investigation with relation to the pro
The public has a right to exercise
the Bureau of Corporations of the De centration."
March,
have been expended upon them and with regard to occupational opportunihundred
eight
certificates
been cut off the land may be adapted
posed reciprocity pact between the
over corporations
partment of Commerce and Labor and for a new
they become products. In 1909 the ties in general, but will actively induct were Issued to Scout' Masters, more Dominion and the United States. Mr. intelligent control
that serve it with necessities. No
growth, this leading to a value added by manufacture was
Issued In February of this year deals
their
and girls Into those partic- than twice as many as have been
boys
$85,of the standing
timber 10,000, and in
Campbell, ln the last Congress waB friend of his race can contemplate
at length with the tremendous In perpetuity while
1904, $67,415,000, an ular occupations toward which, by issued hitherto in any one
month Chairman of the Committee on Levees without
a large portion of the Increase of
painful emotions heartless
crease In the value of the standing monopoly,
$18,295,000, or 27 oer cent. temperament or by necessity, they are Despite the fact that two new man
and Improvements of the Mississippi monopolies
a grasping
exhibiting
uals are being prepared, there is an
timber In all parts of the country as land would be suitable and exceeding- ine value added by manufacture in particularly attracted."
River.
avarice which has dried up every sen
well as with the extent to which, In a ly valuable for agricultural purposes. 1909 formed 42 per cent of the total
demand for the old manu
Increasing
"In my dlBtrlct," said he, reverting timent of sympathy in the public and
als. The boys and the Scout Masters
few years, Its ownership has gradual- The acres of land thus Involved run value of products, and in 1904, 45 per
8TILL THEY COME.
again to the subject of improving our created a sordid selfishness that is
While forty years ago into many millions, and the power In- ceni.
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new
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homesteaddeaf to cries for JuBtlce and fair treat14,000 acres were
In such land concentration Irs
to be out and are taking the old. In waterways, "we are rather remote
ine salaries and wages in 1909
of the timber volved
at least
ed ln the Santa Fe Land District, one
ment
now standing was publicly owned, It respective of the timber values Is dlffl amounted to $43,878,000, and In 1904,
the same way, badges for the boys from navigable rivers, but we are.
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to estimate.
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Is said that now four-fifth- s
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the month of March.
In the entire
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the Increase during this Interval are sections oftransportation
acres will be filed upon by homesteadsults that could not be effected by any
the country."
6,104, an increase of 2,208, or 36
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per ers this
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year, which is about half as
If two or three of the thirty thou be adopted by Congress and no pains
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Specific tracts have been sold first for
tions of capital are now necessary"
The New Mexican has Just received ers in 1909 was 104.582. unit In lQfli year of the greatest immigration, and cated in Santa
Fe; two or three in embrace the entire country and subor ln our business life.
$24,000, and later for $153,000; $10,000 the report of the
cllmatological report 92,749, an increase of 11,833, or 13 per yet more than the area of the entire Rosweil; two or three in Albuaueraue. dinate all local projects to tbe - one
and later $124,000; $240,000 and later o! the Weather Bureau for the Texas cent
state of Rhode Island. It is estimated and If
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SANTA FE TO SANTA CRUZ.
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now brings $100 to $200 per acre. The office It is a back number.
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great redwood belt In California was
It was different when the reports was tbe first to urge, and continually demonstrate to these new comers how
them volume of freight In six foet of water. people good Bervice at fair prices and
alienated on similar terms, and some were printed locally by each Weather pressea, tne undertaking for years, to avoid the mistakes of those who '?'"" ln New Mexlc: ""
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ly owned standing timber Is in the entity, but an entire river valley like road to the Cliff Dwellings; It will be
mere is much significance in the critics who blame the owners of the we can do more, in my opinion, to
the
for
But these
Pacific-Northweholocaust,
(California. Oregon, tbe Rio Grande, presumably upon the the most Important link in the high double tracking of the Souihern and fnctory
the commerce and bring pros
owners merely worked under con- promote
Washington, Idaho and Montana), one-hal- f basic thought that climatic conditions ways to rarmington. to Tlerra Amu. Union Pacific Railroads.
perity to all the states than by any
It means ditions forced
on
them. Some would other measure that Involves the all Favorable comment is heard on
of which Is now controlled by of a river valley are related to each ilia, to Taos, to Colorado, tt Id imiv (hat tho
Far West has
every side over the further reduction
thirty-seve- n
impoverish Important question of
king's highway, for It gathers unto reached a point of development that imprison those owners,
holders, many of whom other to a greater degree than the
transportation. of the tax rate by the territory, which
are closely connected and the three climate for an entire state.
This is itself a dozen other important high requires tho doubling of transporta- them with fines, but that would be The remotest corner of human habita next fiscal
year will be only ten mills
largest of whom alon own nearly certainly not the case as far as the ways ana at the same time serves a ion lucimies. It means that the punishing the wrong parties. The en- tion ln this country is directly con on the dollar,
Including the road levy
Rio Grande is concerned. The climate prosperous and growing section of west is filling up with people and tire people of New York City should cerned ln this great question.
All which was created, by the last
legis
be blamed for tolerating such a city
"As to the largest holder the Gov- of New Mexico, as a whole has a cer tne new state of New Mexico. All that its resources are
business
all
Interests,
political parties, lative assembly and Ib expended for
being exploited,
ernment report says:
tain degree of uniformity, but there praise therefore to tbe public spirit no longer as a matter of mere specu government as that which Tammany Btate legislatures and the Congress good roads
work. For strictly terri
of the United States, should unite in torial
"The Southern Pacific holding Is the
lation but with the certainty of wise gives them.
absolutely no relation between the or county Commissioner Lucero.
purpose, the levy is only six
That rain of scorched bodies," de an effort to solve the question."
Investment. It moans that the great
greatest in the Tlnlted States 106 climate of the high Sierras In which
mllU, Republican economy and wis-doWANTED EDUCATIONAL
billion feet. This Is about 6 per cent the Rio Grande rises In Colorado and
transcontinental
lines will beuln tn clares the editor of the Philadelphia
have reduced materially the tax
GENIUS.
of the private Umber in the lnveUl- - the lowlands on the Gulf of Mexico,
throw out feeders in the intflrmeiHaia wortn American, "was caused by a
District Attorney Remley has given burden, and If
and municipal
civilization the pervert-- It out cold that saloons must be kept authorities wouldcountyto
What the educational world needs territory that they traverse betwn dcfcct ln
gation area, and 10 per cent of that through which It discharges it waters
a fair assessBee
in the
It Is dlffl. Into the ocean, nor have the climatic Just now Ib a Comenlus, a Peta-loz- terminals. Thus far. the Southern ed Tlew that Places property rights closed on Sunday and that all gambl- ment, they too could reduce the levies
or a Froebel, who will hew new Pacific has done very little to develnn aD0
numnn ngntB."
mere should ing ln every form must be banished.
cult to give an adequate idea of Its conditions at the head of the tributar
that ln no place would It need to
ies any more effect upon Brownsville, paths as did these leaders of another that part of New Mexico which Is trlb-- 1)0 ""'versal recognition, he goes on Raton has been leaning toward the be more than three centB on
immensity. It stretches
practically
the dol- 680 miles along the railroad between near its mouth, than they have upon age who startled the world with the utary to it. California has boon ito 10 avi that the frightful death
of wldeopen policy and to the Gate City lar.
Portland and Sacramento. The fast the Adlrondacks or Mount Washing boldness of their revolutionary Ideas. main field of exploitation
but now tno8e glr,s "waB not an accident, not this ultimatum comes as more of a
est train over this distance takes 31 ton. The New Mexican hopes to see Schools and schoolmen had become with a double track about to be can. 8n 'act of Goi' Dut a crime, done by shock than It would have to Santa
Four hundred major league basehours.
During all that time the trav- a reversion to the former methods of set ln their Ideas and It took more tructed, It will undoubtedly seek to no one 01 tn mn now assailed, but Fe, where District Attorney E, C. Ab- ball
playera will receive $800,000 for
eler thereon Is passing through lands, Issuing bulletins covering the climatic than ordinary persuasion to have Increase its local traffic and even by care,eB". "elfish, or cowardly
bott, Judge McFle and Mayor Sellg- them accept the new thought. A sima large portion of which for thirty summaries for New Mexico as an
It does not build Its proposed clety' of 'which you and we and all of man have been enforcing the Sunday their services during a short season.
That Ib an average salary of $2,000,
ilar condition exists today with this line into San Juan county and Colo- - u" are a part."
miles on each side belongs to the rail
Kverynoay is to closing law very strictly. Statutes which
is more than the ordinary proroad, and In almost the entire strip
exception, that there are plenty of rado, from Clifton, It will sooner or Dlame. no continues more ipeciflcally, should be enforced; If they are obnox
fessional man receives, To be a ma
this corporation Is the dominating
The playground movement is grow- new ideas, new fads, new depart- later penetrate the Mogollon country wn0 floe8 not make active and con- ious they should be repealed; It is the
owner oi Dom timber and land
Protest against the criminal worst kind of anarchy not to enforce jor league baseball player, however,
ing stronger each day and Is moving ures, and yet, they all seem to lack and make it tributary to Its main line. tml,ous
the essentials of comprehensiveness, Other development will follow in due but weH-nl8A very significant fact in connection westward at
universal alliance of them. In fact, an anarchist is at least demands not only special skill, the re
rate.
Santa
rapid
Fe, too,
Dad Po!ltlcs and bad business ln our honest ln his advocacy of lawlessness, sult of long raining, but the years of
course
and
with this enormous holding is that the should reserve a
of
simplicity
New
The
time
ed
and
universality.
Mexico
will
tract for
of the professional player
Southern Pacific Company la not sel play ground and park purposes. On ucator who can solve the problem of ue one of the beneficiaries of the pro- - cltlc8The New York Times re- while a people that put laws on the employment
are seldom very many. After he Is
ling its timber, but 1b holding this val- such a tract It could experiment ln giving each child the education pe- gressive policy of the present manage- - lr,arkB that the responsibility for not statute books and then elect officers down
and out he generally goes to the
to his temperament, ment.
uable supply, evidently in the confid forestry, it could set out
foreseeing and preventing the disaster who fall to enforce them, are hypo scrap-heaevergreen culiarly adapted
while the career of a skill
"Ib so widely dlBtrlbuted that ln the critical and are the typical "whiten
ent hope of the further great advance and other trees with a view of extend his surroundings, bis needs and turn
ed and sober man ln any trade, or
of price.
Only this week, a deal was closed ln lnBt analyBls something of It reBts on ed scpulchers."
ing the forest over the Santa Fe him out of the public schools a finbusiness or profession, increases ln
That such a killing on Buch
"Concerning the second and third grant; It could at small cost put up ished product ready to go at his life the Grand Valley, Colorado, for 112 us att"
The Moffat tunnel scheme In Colo usefulness and value with each year
work without losing time or making acres or fruit land at a price of a scale can occur In New York Is
tables,
largest holdings, the government re benches,
There
swings.
of activity.
,
might be heapB of clean sand for the blunders, and at the same time make $80,000. There are thousands of acres Indeed a reproach to every citizen," raado Ib Intended to place Denver on
port has this to say:
"The holdings of the Weycihaeuser very small children, and amusements him a good, moral citizen with high or equully good land In the EBpanola, says the New York Globe, which adds the railroad map. It means the ex
An
administration
that reduces
Timber Company (Including its ' di- for the larger children. A boulevard ideals, will be the greatest man since Tesuque and Santa Fe vallcya, but that "tbe guilt is of the system, and penditure by the taxpayerB of Colo
a humble
Nazarene
revolutionized their is a lack of skillful orchardlstB on the people as a whole, rather than rado of at least $4,000,000 for the pri- taxes Is certain to be popular.
It
rectly owned subsidiary concerns) is to connect the park with the center of
who
strikes
the
the
benefit
world
of
the
on
his
with
In
will make aa much of their opa tender apot,
Each
individual." And the World ad mary
Capital,
teachings,
people
the second largest in the Unred the city would be the next step, and In
the
state
and
nation
takes
every
pocket book, and there is no apportunity sb the farmers of the Grand mits that "In the matter of safeguardpride
few years the community would
States, amounting to 97.7 billion feet.
The Tularosa Tribune after hopping valley, Colorado, are doing.
Its peal quite so eloquent In this mater
ing Its citizens, New York Itself Is on In building up and beautifying
This Is only about 10 billion feet less have a playground that would be the
on
ial
a
about
a
like
flea
red
world
as the appeal to that partichot
and
Mexico
New
should
trial."
capital,
prove
griddle,
than that of the Southern Pacific. pride of Its people and the envy of
announces gravely that henceforth It
ular part of the human anatomy.
Leslie's Illustrated Weekly publishNew York, as much as Santa Fe, no exception.
Most of this timber nearly 77 billion neighboring cities.
will be Democratic.
After a while it es a picture of the old church at needs the commission form of governfeet
Is In Washington, about 1S.7
will no doubt make up Its mind to Richmond,
sot take
The U. S. Senate does
business basAlbuquerque Masons have been ln
billion feet in Oregon, and an insigniVirginia, and labels it "The ment on a
Professor Arthur Keith of London which of the
many Dcmocratlo fac- Oldest Church ln America," a title is. It Santa Fe has inefficient police kindly to the dictation of one Wil- greater haste than those of Santa Fe,
ficant fraction in California,
It, iB maintains that the smallest
men have tions it will adhere. It's a Blow news- which San
liam
of
Nebraska.
is
of
Bryan
because
and
will dedicate their temple on June
Jennings
church
at Santa protection, it
Miguel's
politics and
chiefly Douglas fir.
the biggest brains and he might have
paperman, who can not change hie Fo and several other structures on lack of responsibility and authority But the Senate will be doing other 1, or before the Santa Fe Masons have
"It Bhould be repeated that this added that some fellows with
the big politics as often as a professional pol the Continent are
stunts
before very laid the cornerstone for their proready to dispute of any one man for the police de unprecedented
holding, enormous as It Is, Includes gest Drains are mighty small men.
itician.
with It.
posed cathedral.
partment; If it lacks ln other partlc- - long.
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TARIFF-BOARAGENT
ROAD IMPROVEMENT
classes for mentally deficient chilAT SILVER CITY.
TRAIN IN SOUTH.
dren. What an advance in a decadel MESILLA VALLEY
KILLED
GIRLS
U means a prominent and Increasing
Southern Railway Company Will Work Ha Consulted With Prominent Angora
tendency to reach the exceptional as
Goat Growers as to Cost of
In Conjunction With Federal
well as the normal child and to make
Production of Mohair.
Government.
provision for physical wellbeing as
well as for the Intellectual developof
One
10.
D.
Walter
C. Coffey, special agent of
C, April
Washington,
ment.
the most Interesting methods for ad- the tariff board, has been at Stiver
about
been
has
This
Sad
brought
change
Appointtees Named by GovGovernor Mills Goes With C.
Tragedy Occurred at vancing the cause of good roads City
Judge John R. McFie Pays
investigating the goat and sheep
by natural results of the compulsory
under
be
to
is
ernor in New County
South
the
Mora
Co.
Old
Home
throughout
D. Miller to Las Vegas
a Visit to His
Wagon Mound,
to
education and directly by three of the
taken early in May by the Southern Industry with special reference
ever
contributed
allies
Forenoon.
This
that
Stay in Office
Is
and Delighted
Tomorrow
strangest
Railway Company, working In con- the production of mohair and wool.
to the work of social reform. The
with the United States Office The result of his work will be prejunction
have
education laws
compulsory
of Public Roads.
sented to the tariff board and the INSURANCE COMPANIES DELAY
SIDE WAGON RAN INTO CARRIAGE
OH EVERY
FOUR COMPANIES
DISSOLVE drawn Into the schools all children, PROSPERITY
Starting from some point in the Committee on Ways and Means In
rich and poor, sick and well, with a
South not yet determined upon, a speto be used In the revision
result that would naturally arise from
cial "road Improvement train" consist Congress,
Two From Texas Decide to Postr
New Mexico Will Have Splendid bringing children together In large Presbyterian Sanitarium at Albu One Victim Trained Nurse From ing of three coaches one provided of the tariff.
school men have
Since
met
He
gatherings.
Jngora
prominent
goat
and
South Dakota Visiting
pone Their Entrance Into
with lantern slides, stereoptlcon
Educational Headquarters
querque Is in Flourishing
begun to study the problems that
New Mexico- screen, another with exhibits and men and secured much valuable InCondition.
Relatives
in Frisco.
have arisen with a view to bettering
He learned many things
modelB, and a third being re formation.
working
conditions they have found that they
served for the men who are to travel about the Angora goat and the moGovernor Mills has appointed Roger
Governor Mills and Territorial En had to take Into consideration the fol
Judge John R. McFie has returned Special to the New Mexican.
with the train will tour the South, hair Industry entirely new to him, D. Vaughn of the Bell ranch, San
Las
borne
at
Wagon Mound, N. M., April 10.
and
Amerglneer C. D. Miller leave (or Las lowing:
of
mass
(1) The contagious disease from a visit to bis old
that
the
the
and
great
cities
stopping at all the large
county, a notary public.
backward Cruces. He reports the Mesllia val Alzlna and Anna, daughters of Wil- most
(2) The
Vegas tomorrow morning for Inspec- of childhood.
ican people are absolutely ignorant Miguel
of the small ones.
Land Entries.
road. Mr. child.
tion of the Las Vegas-Mor- a
of.
(3) The tuberculosis child ley looking fine and prosperous, lands liam Loeffel, were killed In a runathem
he
that
discovered
Among
The following were the land entries)
The plan for a road improvement
Miller will return here tomorrow In order to help these classes city selling rapidly and new land being way accident about 10 o'clock this
are
An
there
about
1,000,000
only
railroad
at the local land office yeaterday:
school systems have adopted sanitary turned under plow, In the town Itself morning. The two women in a lumber train was adopted by the
night.
gora goats In the United States, Carlos E. Sanchez, Wagon Mound;
road work drinking fountains, vacuum cleaners, new dwelling houses are going up, a wagon had Btarted to drive from their company after constultatlon with of about halt of them
The Silver
being In Texas, Walter A. Box, Altus; C. E. McGin-nlIs under construc father's ranch to town and had proficials of the United States Office of
Is being completed. Preparations are medical
ample
play new bank building
Inspection,
Asso- Edwards county, of that state conSanta Rosa; H. H. Holbert, Galbeing made to hasten the removal of grounds, athletic leagues, physical ex tion and preparations are under way ceeded but a short ways when they Public Roads and the American
more Angora goats and pro- lup; Betsey Robblns, Estancla; Vithe camp to Socorro, on the Socorro- - amination, special classes for the for a federal building on Main street were passed by Mrs. S. O. Morrison ciation for Highway Improvement taining
Into the ducing more mohair than any other cente Montoya, Shoemaker; Esmenla
Mogollon road.
schools Alfalfa in the fields of the valley is in a light buggy. Hardly had Mrs. President Flnley entered
weak and deficient, open-ai- r
Patricio
TruJIllo,
In Boone, Progreso;
of county in the whole country.
A large addition of convicts will be for the tubercular child, school nurses, growing beautifully and will soon be Morlson passed them,
when she scheme heartily. He la a member
L Fleming, Estancla;
sent to Socorro to combine with the etc.
ready for first cutting. The people looked back and saw the Loeffel team the executive committee of the Amer point of numbers Colorado is second, Punta; James
Juan B.
are enthusiastic over the future of
ican Association for Highway Im- - Utah third, and New Mexico fourth. Serapio Anaya, Galisteo;
present Silver City force to start with
In considering what to do with the Las Cruces and the Mesilla valley. running and endeavored to turn out movement: and the Southern Railway Few people know to what use mohair Sanchez, Wagon Mound; Andres Sena
this new work.
not
was
of
the
She
road.
quick
enough
school men began ask- Federal court Is In session at presIs put.
No material adapted to the Santa Fe.
The Albuquerque road work Is be classes named,
Company, recognizing the vast econ
Mr. Clancy 8ays "Yes."
themselves the question, why ent at Las Cruces with Judge Frank and the heavy wagon caught her bug- omic
of the movement for spindle and loom adds more to the
ing started actively by Assistant Ter- ing not
importance
and
over
It
her
General H. S.
gy,
throwing
turning
Acting Attorney
the same "measures, provided W. Parker presiding. A number of
ot
than
life
and
comfort
Its
The will
in
all
elegancies
been
ritorial Engineer C. H. Neel.
has
doing
Clancy has given an opinion saying
even Insurrectos are on trial for violating and her little child out in the road. good roads,
deficient
weak
for
and
give
fine
dress
be
mohair.
Ladies'
will
work
goods
and
available
Idea
the
is
to
throughout
money
spread
In any way. power
"Yes" to the question asked by R. L.
greater results among the normal chil the neutrality laws. The College of Neither were Injured
the South. In every possible way, the have a gloss superior to silk, it Whitehead of Clovis, asking if the
pushed rapidly.
dren. Out of the answer to this Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at When Mrs. Morrison got up she saw Southern
not
to
is
holds
'
Road Work.
its
wishes
better,
easily
shape
Railway Company
officers of Curry county appointed by
has arisen the realiza Mesilla Park Is having the most the two Loeffel women lying In the aid in road
that will soiled and It is the strongest and the governor
improvement
The territorial good roads commis- question there
In 1909 continue under
a part of the educational world prosperous year in Its hlBtory under road about 100 feet from her, and the make for the
most lasting of all fabrics turned out
of
the
South,
sion has returned to Dona Ana coun tion of
prosperity
the terms of the enabling act
mind and body are not separ its president. Dr. W. E. Garrison, well team and wagon still going down the and President Finley made It possible from the looms.
the
wearthat
The
said
strong,
by
deposited
$1,500
recently
ty
For the Treasury.
road. One of the women was dead
The ate and separately to be provided for, known In Santa Fe. A large number
for the United States Office of Public able quality ot mohair cloth has In
county for road construction.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
mind and of men is already employed by the and the other so badly Injured that RoadB to make
a duced the government to contract for has received the
for
work Is progressing very rapidly. The but that the educational
arrangements
following sums for
Reclamation Service on the Elephant she died a few moments after being
mohair cloth to be used In making the territorial treasury: From J. S.
road is graded from Dona Ana to Ala body are lnseparatable and that the
house. Miss Al spectacular and instructive trip.
taken
a
into
railroad
branch
the
nearby
dam
and
Buttes
are
Inex
sound
and
mind
body
sound
it will Edwards, treasurer of Curry county,
meda above Las Cruces, a distance
In the coach provided with stereop uniforms for the army, and
from Cutter to the dam site Is carry- zlna Loeffel Is a trained nurse who
four hundred looms busy day $959.83; County Commissioners of
of four miles. The road has been tricably related, both causes and both
of supplies to the came here a few days ago from Hur- tlcon equipment, will be views show- keep
amount
a
large
ing
effects.
cle&i-efrom Anthony
and night for a year to weave the Dona Ana county $1,500, tor road
grubbed and
on, S. D., to visit her father and sis- ing all the advantages of good roads
The human race will be a better camp.
a million pounds of mohair to fund from Dona Ana to Anthony;
north a distance of ten miles. This
ter. A brother of the dead girls, Rev. and disadvantages of bad ones. There cloth,
Sanitarium.
of
Presbyterian
lessons
have
the
race
that
the
because
with
be used, which is just about one Game and Fish Warden Gable, $5.
work has been accomplished
Mc Emory Loeffel was recently married will be shown, for Instance, the manat
While
Judge
Albuquerque,
of
child
the
U3
use
been
and
having
of
by
of
third
the entire output of rnoho't
taught
only $3,200
expenditure
Insurance Matters.
of the trustees In Luke, Illinois, and Is now on his ner in which doctors are caught In
disease, the backward Fie attended a meeting
in the United States. The
free labor. Out of the above, two hign- contagious
produced
on
their
while
The Amartllo National Life Insurroads
of
of
ruts
bad
the
sanitarium
on
his
of the Presbyterian
here
wedding trip.
way
to
lessons
the
these
because
In
by
been
In
child,
have
seats
the
used
purchased
way brldgeB
covering
ance Company of Amarillo, Texas,
way to patients; undertakers' wagons plush
which he is a trustee. The instituand passenger cars on the which applied for admission a week
make the road constructed from Dona youth of the future will attend school
condidelayed on the way to the cemeteries; sleeping
in which health will be contagious In- tion is in a most flourishing
mo
HON.
Ana to Las Cruces continuous.
ot
Is
MEMORIAM
OF
IN
the
railroads
product
ago, at which time it bad its financial
automobillsts thrown on the road by great
but can accommodate only one-thirinHARPER 8. CUNNINGHAM.
The territorial engineer received stead of disease; In which playground tion, of
statement returned with the request
a boulder In a bad road : and two loads hair, and the lowest grade goes
the healthseekers who plead
mats
other
minutes of the proceedings of the will be as Important as the book, and
and
to
auto
carpets,
tops,
that it be properly sworn to, today
ot cotton, one from a bad road terri
for admission. Thirty tent cottages
articles.
meeting of the county commissioners where pure water, pure air, and sun- have been erected and are occupied Resolution Adopted by the Scottish
notified the Insurance
department
tory, and the other from a good road
of Otero county pledging completion shine will be rights and not privileges.
Rite
of
Bodies
the
Valley
In
two
that It has decided to defer for a
countries
There are only
has been
territory that difference in weight
road and Ala He will attend a school In which he and a $100,000 main building
of the La
Fe.
8anta
of
while
do busito
making application
The trustees ordered
showing the profits and losses that which the production of mohair li
mogordo-Cloudcroroad, which will will not have to be either truant or completed.
on the McCormlck buildAn- ness in the territory and request that
to
wnere
roads.
work
bad
the
and
Asia
begin
from
come
good
Minor,
extensive,
or
irom
necessitate the expenditure
The Scottish Rite Masonic bodies
tubercular or delinquent or defective,
for which Mrs. McCormlck of ChiIn the second car. there will be en gora goat originated, and Cape Col- their admission fees of $152 be return130.000 to J40.000 provided the terri and get the best and fullest measure ing
of the Valley of Santa Fe, Orient of
ed to them.
cago has given $6,000 and which will
of
extent
photographs showing some cf ony, South Africa. These two coun
larged
to
the
will
Southern Jurisdiction
tory
of education."
The Southern Benevolent League,
and New Mexico,
contain a medical laboratory
roads in the world, includ tries, alarmed at the expansion of
finest
the
territorial
plans
The
engineer
on
$5,000.
last Fri
of the United 8tates, met
beneficiary society of
Land Entries.
well-nigroads of the industry In the United States, a fraternal
wards for patients.
the
perfect
ing
on locating an engineer to commence
followday evening and adopted the
France. These photographs will il- have taken vigorous steps to check Houston, Texas, which also recently
The following entries were made
active construction work In this couno
t
in
memorlam
the
ing resolution
applied for admission today notified
at the local land office Saturday: NO DECI8ION A3 YET
lustrate nearly every phase of the It.
Turkey has placed a rigid em- the Insurance
ty as soon as the Carlsbad-Monumelate Hon, Harper S. Cunningham, In eood
department that they
IN STANDARD OIL CA8E
roads movement. For the farm bargo on the exporting of Angoras
road Is completed which will be with- George F. Cobb, Pueblo, Colo.; Fanhad decided not to enter the terriand
ordered
copies ers and
spector General,
nie K. Wilhite, East Las Vegas; Hes
experts, there will be working from Asia Minor, and Cape Colony tory at this time and
in a few days.
of
Council
which
sent
the
Supreme
requested the
this car. showing materials has placed an export duty of $500 on return of
ter B. Wllhlte, East Las Vegas; Ed Nor Did U. 8. Supreme Court Hand the deceased
Two Appeals Filed.
their papers with check for
was a member, the Okla models in
the way a each goat exported.
Down Opinion In Tobacco DisThis
amy $5.00.
Two appeals have been filed with ward B. Barbey, Wagon Mound; Juan
which he bad that make the best roads;
of
consiBtories
homa
solution Suit
road can be improved by makes an Angora goat cost the
the board of water commissioners by Gonzales y Castillanes and Pedro GonSecures Changs In Survey.
been inspector general, the New Age, soggy clay
the mixing of sand; the way macadam American goat man, by the time It
the Rio Puerco Irrigation Company in zales y Lopez, Gallup; Hugo Seaberg,
A. B. Stroup of Altiuquerque, after
of
official
South
the
the
publication
de
Another
10.
and
78
and
to
are
No.
roads
from
April
hard
built;
other
of
Grant.
and
Washington,
$1,200
the
Ora
reaches
P. Hester,
range,
the matter
applications
Raton;
a conference with Governor Mills and
ern Jurisdiction, the Santa Fe New
which will be of $1,500 each, but under
cision day passed today without the
conditions Territorial
No. 335, in which appeal H. A. Jastro
Three Dissolutions.
Mexican and the Immediate members practical suggestions ot
Engineer Charles D. MilStateB
United
the
individof
court
to
each
case
Is
the
in
supreme
benefit
he
was the appellant and the Rio Puerco
compelled
that exist now,
ler today obtained a change in the
The following companies filed dis
the ol bis family:
In
either
decision
Iosb
its
a
at
necesthe
was
been
has
announcing
ual.
If
the
appellee,
farmer
new
Secabsolutely
blood,
Import
solution papers in the Territorial
)JWJrrl53tion Company
survey of the Scenic Highway out of
WHEREAS, upon 'the 10th day of
Standard Oil or Tobacco "dissolution
his road, he can find sary In grading up his herd to Imsaid decision rendered March 20, 1911.
Albuquerque to the Sandoval county
retary's office today: The Roswell suit". This means that the decisions March, 1911, Almighty God terminated how to improve
train
the
of
It
out
about
the
all
and
by
attending
the
yield
Com
line.
quality
Instead of taking to the sand
prove
Water Right Applications.
Telephone and Manufacturing
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to proclaim the ful sleen as
Buch an organization are Nlmrod or a fisherman, and why not
is long for the biesBed
of
charge
far as a Chautauqua,
that the government is not standing the governor's call,
of
privileges
turn lands not good for anything
. formation of the state government concerned.
If much- less visionary, more practical
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would be raised for sale.
'
Surely It
'
To Americans, and espec Mexico as a state."
the rule.
day:then
fold hands ganizations of that kind.
Is
it
to
Unpatriotic
add
would
to
The only way In which the area
revthe
state
of
materially
the now, to cease efforts of securing state
While yesterday's press dispatches
"The tentative program
ially to the American mining inter
to the Income of many people,
of agricultural and horticultural de-- ,
Certainly every man who has the enues,
this impression Is of importanca, indicate that the President has agreed Chautauqua assembly to be held this hood without delay; to wait until Conests,
If the first state legislature would do
velopment In New Mexico can be per as foretelling the end of the recent that the Gordian knot be cut In a dif- year at Mountalnalr, shows that- the gress and the President are good and coin , and a bit of local
patriotism
the Massachusetts leelslatura
has
manently Increased is by the Irrigat- disturbances, which have interfered ferent manner, yet, It ia possible that 1911 event will be far ahead of its ready to hand us statehood.
Let's and chivalry will buy a ticket for the as
ion of lands Which heretofore have with
Board of done, and pass legislation that would
traffic and the transport- he will after all have to act upon the predecessors and that the Mountain- push them and push them real good ball, that the Woman's
railway
been barren wastes and useless for ation of ores and mining supplies. doctrine as laid down by Judge Knae- air Chautauqua is now a permanently and hard. New Mexico should not let Trade will give this month to raise not only permit but would foster such
lack of waters. Every acre so ren While It is true that the revolutionary bel. It is a nice question of constitu established New Mexico Institution Itself be outdone by Arizona in this funds to help the paving of the Plaza an Industry.
Says "The Amateur
dered susceptible of cultivation ia a warfare has at no time been of a tional law and statutory construction, It is a paying proposition or it would matter.
Sportsman":
It's a per
and Washington avenue.
permanent addition to the wealth of very serious nature, the annoyance and In those field Judge Knaebel la not be surviving and growing In scope
manent Improvement for which the "We believe the American people are
educational fac
the country, and a permanent benefit has been sufficient to hamper mining
MAIL CENSORSHIP
and the opposed to laws making It a crime to-tHe possesses
besides, and interest. As an
master.
money Is to be expended
one
rear and sell desirable foods. The
to the city which controls Us busi operations in some districts.
But a few years ago . the people work of preparing for the dance and
Such what might be called the talent of tor the Chautauqua has become
and most popular in would have balked at
ness.
have been
anything that furnishing the refreshments Is a la- country is large, and If a small porclearly language or expression and his sent of the greatest
interruptions
For this reason Santa. Fe should enough reflected In the action of the ences flow with a majesty and rhythm stitutions In America and is growing seemed like censorship but today the bor of patriotism and pride on' the tion of our vast area can be utilized
in usefulness and popularity.
to rear the wild food mammals and
Post Office Department la exercising part of the ladles.
regard with great Interest every pro- American Smelting and Refining com that make even an abstract legal proNew Mexico Is in a fair way to
birds, game will soon be abundant
ject which looks to the irrigation of pany In closing some of its blast fur position attractive to the general have as good a Chautauqua assembly a healthful surveillance of all matter
sent through the mails.
There are a naces.
Field
'
lands in Its vicinity.
The penitentiary population is con and cheap In our markets.
Anything
reader.
weBt.
location
The
the
in
is
as
there
number of enterprises of this nature
On laBt Saturday, the first copies is ideal and there are few sites In from a lottery scheme to Juvenile love stantly increasing and the New Mexi- sports will be revived In America
"Aside from the political reform
letters Is barred and Inspectors are can believes It will be very difficult to when the game becomes
abundant
from
In contemplation, and some partial
the
proposed, one measure, that of pro of the brochure, which is
the west offering a more attractive
The sporting magazineB
ly completed; but the one to which viding for the division of large estates press of the New Mexican, were mail combination of pure air, mountain kept busy hunting down peple who keep the convicts employed at health- and cheap.
In addition ful work. An opportunity should be soon will carry the advertisements
use the mails to defraud.
citizens have been looking is
designed to appeal to the small ed to President Taft at the White scenery and perfect sunshine than
a country wide Improvement
has given to devise a system by which " hotelB with game grounds attached,
forward for more than twenty years, farmer.
a
Nothing that is suggested House, to Attorney General Wicker may be found at the crest of the
the people can shoot and eat
as the largest and most Important, has any apparent bearing upon the sham and to the Congressional lead
on the Belen cut off of the Santa been started by the Postofflce Depart counties like Santa Fe and San Miguel where
is the reclamation of a large body of mining interests of foreign Invest ers and Its effect at this time cannot Fe. The management has already ment for the abolishment of the gen could take charge of a squad of 50 and of licensed game dealers, who
land lying above the old acequia ments. If such should appear, how but be timely and Important
shown In previous seasons that eral delivery window , at the post- convicts each and put them- to work w'" supply the people with cheap and
This will not affect the gen on the roads. It would mean a sav- desirable foods. The laws should be
lines at Velarde, La Joya, and down ever, the consistent tendency would
it has an intelligent conception office.
for all of the people and not for
the Rio Grande to Alcalde, San Juan doubtless be to prevent elective offi
THE 8ILK INDUSTRY,
of
what a Chautauqua
ought eral delivery window at Santa Fe, ac ing to the territory and to the coun made
exand Santa Cruz.
In the past few days , the New to be, a fact more than com cording to Postmaster E. C. Burke, as ties, and would not be a bad thing for a small part of the sportsmen
cers from granting excessive privilegclusively."
Three attempts were made to con- es to capital and, perhaps, from ex- M xican has reviewed reports of the pletely demonstrated by the list this city is a peculiar one because of the prisoners.
The Amateur Sportsman adds a
struct a high ditch In that vicinity, acting secret tribute in that connect Census Bureau on cotton, woolen and of features on this year's program. the large number of transients who
The latest bul The Chautauqua has been receiving are here for a few days and have no L. Gutierrez de Lara, the Los An- warning against making the office of
other manufactures.
starting from the mouth of the Em-bud-o ion."
letin treats of the manufacture of silk generouB popular support for the past permanent place to receive their mall geles Socialist and lnsurrecto sym- game warden a political one, saying:
Canyon; but each attempt was
Speaking of the insurrection, Nor
abandoned because the greatest part man
and silk goods In the United States, two years and there Is no doubt that But the general delivery is receiving pathizer, will honor New Mexico !. "The Minnesota commission some
Mack's Monthly, adds:
years ago said, In Its annual report,
at the present with his
In that industry the growth has It will draw milch larger crowds this careful supervision
of the land to be Irrigated was on the
"If the Insurrection In Mexico con and
presence during the next
Sebastian Martin Land Grant.
been even more remarkable than in season. A splendid start has been time to prevent Its being used for few days and will endeavor to sep that game protection and politics,
tinues, our Department of State may
like oil and water, would not mix.
making Mountalnalr one of the the transportation of illicit mall mat arate
At length, about ten years ago, pro- have to answer some embarrasing the manufacture of cotton and woolen made
from their Mlssonrl
furnishes a striking illustIt has been discovered that shekelstheto sympathetic
The writer well remembers best known and most frequented re- ter.
In
of
the
effort
ceedings were begun to get the land questions relating to military desert goods.
expend
in
sorts of this kind
the west and
ration of the truth of this statement
girls, many of them under 16,
title Into shape, and this required ers and political refugees. A hint to when the first Bilk mills were erects with the coming of statehood the as- young
a millionaire land holder and A
putting
had been recelvlrg mall at the gen
dispatch to the New York Morning
much time, as more than 500 heirs that effect has already been conveyed In the Lehigh Valley, Pennsylvania, sembly
ought to expand rapidly Into eral delivery from boys and young capitalist Into the Presidenlal chair Sun, March 19, says: 'A rough and
were found, and their Interests had to by the escape of one of the lnsurrecto and were deemed more of a speculat one
In Mexico.
man
who
It's
the
poor
and
educational
the
of
biggest
tumble fight on the floor of representmen.
With the Intention of stopping has to
be ascertained and protected.
The leaders across the border into Texas, ion and experiment than a sate invest- pleasure assets
put up the dough even for So- atives this afternoon ended tonight
of the new site."
this kind of mail, orders were given
labor was largely Increased by the and the reported demand of the Mex- ment. Today, the Lehigh Valley is
cialistic
agitators.
when a mob composed of drunken
to the general delivery clerks to hold
second only to Paterson, New Jersey,
care taken to survey and segregate ican authorities for his return.
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the have always had an invincible repug
the grant, lying
has taken In the leadership of the a number of these clandestine corre links that might attract celebrities carouse commemorated the humiliat
of
Rio Grande, aa far east as Ojo Sarco. nance to surrendering political fugi- given steady employment, some
makes the
movement,
world's,
peace
and
Andrew
Car ion by the Democrats of Jesse A
them at very high wages. The United gathering of the National Peace Con- spondence affairs have been broken up like President Taft
This careful protection of the rights tives.
1b
Tolerton, state game and fish ward
States is today the largest silk manu- gress In McCoy Hall, at Johns Hop and the parents of the girls notified. negie. As a good turf, however,
of the settlers, added at least a year
"To hand over a Mexican rebel, of
a
prime requisite for good golf links, en, who Is a Republican.
The Sun
nation In the world, having kins
to the time, and $2,400 to the cost of
facturing
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Maryland,
any prominence to the Diaz governhas
time
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at the local
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the lock box business
the claim but no statistics from ficance. Governor Mills
more than Beven years.
to condemn him to be shot
That pute
yesterday ap postofflce.
It was discovered that waters of the Rio Grande to raise tneir war on Jesse A. Tolerton,
of Greeley, American public opinion would not for that country are available.
Hon. J. M. Freeman
Jefferson Raynolds of Las a number of boxes had been held In anything like a good turf at the Duke state game and fish
pointed
commissioner, rePhenomenal growth Is shown by the
Colorado, has been Interested in this an Instance, tolerate having this
Vegas, E, S, Stover of Albuquerque, fictitious namas. It Is now necessary City.
sulted In the afternoon In a fist fight
matter for many years, believing that country made a participant in such a fact that, since the Civil War, the In Hiram Hadley of Las Cruces, Harvey to
a
near
and
riot' Meantime as Radgive references when renting lock
It was the finest Irrigation
enter transaction is demonstrated by the crease In the gross value of such M Shields of Dawson, G. P. McCor- - boxes
and an effort is being made to
Even the walking clubs of the Enat ford would say: 'the game can take
Is measured by the difference
kle of Hillsboro and R. E. Lund of
prise Jn the Southwest; and at the tempest of opposition roused not long product
"
of
care
itself."
discourage the rental of these boxes are deciding to pasB through New
partition sale he purchased the undi- ago by Russia's attempt to extradite between slightly less than $1,000,000 Roswell, delegates to the Congress
Another Mexico.
business mall.
If there were a good road
for
except
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The
and
$197,000,000.
nearly
vided part of the Grant for himself Jan Pouren.
and tbese should attend to represent
THE TYRANNY OF SOCIALISM.
has been by leaps and bounds; treb New Mexico, If at all possible. New discovery was made In the lock box to the cliff dwellings of the Rlto de los
A company was then
and friends.
The Jan Pouren case furnishes a
That was that the Frljoles and another road to the Pecos
That the United States Mine Workdepartment.
more
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organized, of which Judge Freeman forerunner of the difficulties likely to
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Independent
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Bradford Prince,
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rose bush In the corner of the fair Mexico even after they had forgotten and not bow to their yoke seems ovl- refugees.
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into Jail a number of strlk-postage stamp
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with war, together with the economic
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company applied for a permit to take
THE LITTLE WORD "NEXT."
office clerks to sort and distribute the floor-leadand his name re- ers who had refused to obey an In347, showing an Increase of 1C7, or waste of universal
water from the Rio Grande and this
armaments, and
Convention 93
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to Interfere with strikeput minds of a Mann who Is quite a junction
was refused.
per cent, since 1899. Pennsylvania (2) the practical means of making them. The
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The principle that a man
man In Bernalillo county these days breakers.
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There is no Intention on the part of political lull before the breaking
right to work for whom he
on Embudo creek, but again failed, as meaning
ments, or 81 per cent, while New tions which will take away the excuse
uBed In the Enabling Act:
pleases and at what wages he pleases
of the Postofflce Department to dis- of a storm.
the officials of the Reclamation SerYork, with the next largest number for war.
Is as fundamental as the maxim
"Section 5. That said constitutional of mills, gained 76, or 83 per cent. In
vice objected. Finally It had to be conThe First National Peace Congress courage the legitimate distribution of
La Folctte wants to have Senator that a man should have the right to
tent to begin with a small project to convention Bhall, by ordinance, pro- the order of value of products the was held In New York city, 1907, and mail In the most convenient way, but
The employ whom he pleases and for
Investigated
again.
cover about 750 acres, a permit for vide that In case of the ratification states rank as follows: New Jersey, the second In Chicago, 1909.
Both the postofflces are not to be converted Lorlmer
which was Issued last December. This of said constitution by the people, and Pennsylvania, New York, Connecticut, congresses were significant in point of into Valentine letter boxes If it can word has passed around that Lorl- whatever wages he will accept. Mrs.
,
mer drinks nothing stronger than Miller accuses those leaders of bribIs intended to be part of the exten- in case the President of the United Massachusetts, and Rhode Island.
the vast numbers that attended them be prevented.
milk and the Milwaukee beer brew ing her to become their tool in. bringsive enterprise to be carried on when States and Congress approve the same
During the decade the quantity of from all over the country and of the
A COUNTRY
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ers suspect him of being a prohibi- ing infamous charges against Judge
the Elephant Butte matter Is settled. or In case the President approves the raw silk Imported Increased from
Interest taken In them. The printed
The Albuquerque commercial inter tionist In disguise.
'Cause enough Whltford, charges which a legislatOn March 20, work was begun, un- same and Congress falls to act in its
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and It certainly looks now as
number of teams has been since em held at the time named in the procla and France Increased slightly, practi
The coming congress is expected to lish such. In this move lies a suggesDelegate W. H, Andrews has land- If she had been the tool of Borne,-bodThis is a matter in which mation of the Governor of New cally all the augmented supply came be one of the notable gatherings In tion to Santa Fe, for no town In New
ployed.
When alleged leaders of laappointment
Santa Fe Is Intensely interested. All Mexlc0- - Provided for In the preceding from Japan and Italy. Japan supplies the history of the country, because Mexico has so many beautiful spots ed another committee
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of the quantity of of the active and Influential men who In Its Immediate vicinity so well and that an important
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in the business sphere of this city, a full state government, Including a silk Imported t the present time.
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The enterprise 1b expected ultimately governor, members of the legislature,
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priced agricultural land in the whole and legal talent of ability have
Is a spot for Instance, that seems to
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utor, after which Switzerland
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But It Is the most promising of all
"The Predicament of New Mexico taken by Canada and consist mainly gress on Wednesday afternon, May it every day during the summer? And over ltB ilrst page.
on tho
the projects near Santa Fe on the 6nd Arizona" Is the title of the forty of clothing, spun silk, velvet and 2, at 2 o'clock. Among others who yet, it la the old experience, that
Navajo reservation.
The special session of Congress is no more proof Is needed to demon- will address the congress are: James those who have treasures least apnorth; and one beauty of it Is that page brochure, which, with Its cogent plush fabrics and embroidery silks.
not In a hurry to do business.
The "rate that W. T. Shelton. the airent
the company will not sell one foot of reasoning, Its citations and its bliThese enormous Imports show that Cardinal Gibbons, Lyman Abbott, preciate them.
distribution of the loaves and flBhes at Shlprock, lg really civilizing the
of
the land until water is actually upon torlcal review furnishes a permanent there Is still room for expansion and John W. Foster,
"I am worried
and worn out," among the Democratic majority In Ravages.
it.
and valued addition to the hiBtory of New Mexico by reason of Its dry clim State; Theodore E. Burton, the Bel
House takes time and patience.
'
ate, its water power and coal, Its gian Minister, Hamilton Holt, Andrew wrote the California banker who the
Only a few days ago came the tad the statehood movement,
laos is certain now that it is upon
committed suicide yesterday,
It is
news of the sudden death of Judge
Judge Knaebel approaches his
cheap labor and its proximity to Im Carnegie, Huntington Wilson, Assist, a
Statehood resolutions galore in tho the map for It has a moving picture
mystery what prompted a Philadel
from pneumonia, at Greeley. Ject with Judicial poise; bis incisive portant markets, should not only have ant Secretary of State; Baron
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do Constant,
Senator of phia millionaire society leader' and Senate and House but ominous Bhow.
He was a most lovable man, of amla-- logic and his irrefutable deductions silk mills, but should make attempts
off.
France and a member of the First publisher to shoot himself a few silence over at the White House, ','
ble disposition and strictest integrity, and conclusions should make an lm- - at silk growing,
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WILL HAVE TO AN8WER
ON TRIAL FOR MURDER
SERIOUS CHARGES HIMSELF.
OF ELEVEN YEARS

AGO.

WANT

Rev. Samuel
.
Who Abran Mondragon Killed His Sweet
VanWagner
Figured Prominently In Statehod
heart, Elena Galvan, Near Preterit Site of Dawson,
Hearing Is Arretted.

ROAD

STRAIGHT
.

Yale, and has heretofore given excel- - had the child in bis possession while
lent account of himself in the forest It was In his house.
Will Rogers' Confession.
service.
East LaB Vegas, N. M., April 12.
"
In the first place I read the "Silent
WIGGINS AND ROGERS CONPE88. War." I read most of It myself, and
my brother, Albert read some of it.
J (Continued
to me. That made an Impression on
rotn rags One.)
my mind, and Btarted me to thinking
Sanchez,
and then returned aaylng he und pan of the plan that finally
developed,
the money over; that next day, while Some three or four months ago, I
Is
the automobile tracks
were plain, wrote to Joseph Wiggins,, at Madrid..!
Town Closely
mere were no signs oi irucas iruiu n. ai., Buying mat 1 wanted him to
horsB' hoofs or from any one on come to Las Vegas as there was a
foot But the evidence was all clrcum- - chance to make some money.! told
IS PREMATURE
stantlal, there was no direct evl' him to destroy this letter that I lent PEACE TALK
Ldcace, and It was for such evidence to him at Madrid. Ho came to Las
that Capt. Fornoff elKdi'tbe 'detectlvcs Vegas and I stood good for aTblll of bis
were minting, only last .evening, at at Dnnzlnger's amounting TO about People Bigger Than Francisco
6 o'clock! Will Rogers was 'protesting $10.
About three or four weeks ago,
Madero Declares Secretary
his Innocence, con plaining of the I detailed to him the plan of holding
Hernandez.
tho
stories
Mrs.
for
Rogers' child
ransom. I
prejudice against him,
that were afloat, the rumors that think this happened at the garage
Presidio, Texas, April 12 Jose Sansought to connect him with ths where I kept my automobile. He
crime.
He felt so aggrieved that agreed to
with me In the chez, an insurrecto commander, anwhero plan of taking the child and keening nounced
he spoke of moving
away
today that the insurgents
he would be free
from what ho it for ransom.
He carried out tho will enter the besieged city of OJina-g- a,
called persecution. Then came the plan as follows.
Mexico, within five days. Day by
which j h9j n
arrest and the confessions
dav the rehel l(nn nra holnt. rinvn
,.j- housetwo
bring additional grief Into
the keys t0 the ront
and gaveci08er and ater a brlBk
ght ,S8t
holds. That mother who had suffered u to Avipglna.
On the night of the night, ten trenches were advanced un
the pangs or dcatn a thousand times 2Sth of Marcb at about g
p
j met til the bullets were falling in the wa-trne nignc ner cnim was umcii iru.n Wiggins down the street and
at the new ford, the last link to
gave
her; the father who grieved as only hlra the kpy that j ad ma(e M tbe American shore and the
only
a ratner can, now nave mis aaauionai about
i.30 tbat ,ame ngh( he )o( source of supplies for the beleaguershadow cast over their home.
himself into the house and met me in ed garrison.
Joseph Wiggins' Sworn Confession, 'my room. Mrs. Rogers neard the
BrauliO) Hernandez, provisional secLas Vegas, N. M.. April 11, 1911. disturbance In my room and opened retary of state for Crihuahua has esthe
Then
do)rme
covered
Wiggins
sworn.
Joseph Wiggins, being duly
tablished
at the camp
pushed me Into her of General headquarters He
on his oath deposes and saya that wI,h hi" P"
Saaohes.
declares
rore
mask
'
"e
t
Sosheriff
was
when H. O. Bursum
of
that all talk of peace at this time is
her
a
Instructions
of
I
"e.h?n1e?
corro county
was deputy sheriff
Ie"er,r
unauthorized. "This war is bigger
prepared by
the said county, located at Baa Mar
that the than Francisco Madero or any group
al. While in that position I shot and
"It is a revolt
VU.1U UD UCUTC1CU Ul Ullll BUI! Will J. of leaders," he said.
killed Eraqujo Jaramlllo on account
as soon as 812,000 could be given to of the people and they are not going
to
wife.. I was
of his
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In the district court at Raton, Frank
t
West was tried for unlawfully draw- And That's the K-n- d
Bernalillo Portion Can Be Journal:
BerGeneral Joae
the
'On complaint of Juan Montoya ot ing and flourishing a pistol In the lim
Built For $10,000 It
nalillo County Is GoingJ
Carthage, Socorro county, Rev, Sam S, its of a settlement, The Jury found
Rebel Leader, Crowding
Van Wagner, of Cuba, N, M., was ar the defendant guilty.
Is Thought
to Get
raigned before JuBtice of the Peace
"'"Fight In a Saloon,
In the case of the Territory vb. Val
Juan Mondragon of precinct No. 1 at
Sandoval county, charged entine Mesnleh, charged with assault MANY
CATTLE SHIPPED
PLEASED WITH 10 MILL, LEVY Bernalillo,
the"
In
with perjury
securing of a pat ing David Chlpplani with t knife on
to
ent
a United States homestead. the fourth day of February of the
waived preliminary
year, at Vanhouten, the Jury Territorial Treasurer
M. ' A
Governor Mill Says Territory Is Van Wagner
aminatlqn and was held to the grand returned a verdict against the defend
'
Hat
For
Otero
Checks
Run A Economically
Many
In
of
a
ant
bond
he
of
was
assault with a deadly weapon.
Jury
$3,000, which
unable to furnish at last accounts, The affair took place In a Biiloon In
a Possible.
Treasury.
being reported still In custody at Ber the coal camp on pay night. The deIfendant admitted cutting Cblpplanl,
This was a dull day at the Capitol,
Governor Mills has returned from nalillo.
The specific charges against Van but claimed to have done so In
a trip over a part of the scenic highas the governor was in Las Vegas,
on
is
he
as
that
Wagner
August 4, 1910,
way and he found the road as far
the superintendent of education, J. E.
Murder Eleven Years Ago.
it 1b traverslble in good shape. He appeared before Notary Public Aaron
Clark, and the land commissioner, R.
In
mud
swore
and
Elchwald
Cuba
at
of
deal
falsely
The case of the Territory vs. Abran P. Ervien wore away on the Find
says there was a good
showing that the highway has been regard to an affidavit in which he at Mondragon, charged with the murder
Territorial
vv
trip;
Engineer
secaffidavit
means
said
ot
than
time
this
that
rains
more
of Ellna Galvan on the seventh day Charles D. Miller was also in Las
by
visited by
No.
that
a
to
declared
obtain
wbb
The
of
seeking
tion.
patent
governor
April, 1900, eleven years ago, at Vegas, and Adjutant General Brookes
work will begin shortly to continue 0344, under the United States land the home of the girl's father In Crow Is on a tour ot Inspection
with
N. W.
S. E. Creek, a few miles away from where Colonel W. S.
the road which is one of the scenic laws, to the S. E.
Barlow; and Attorney
Bection 8 and N. E. the town of Dawson Is located,, was General
N, W.
attractions of the southwest
Clancy is still in Washing
N. W. 4 section 17, T. 5 S. R. taken up. Since the murder Mondra ton.
Bernalillo County.
Discussing the proposed road froni 2 E., N. M. P. M. The land In quest gon has been living in Montana and
For the Treasury.
It is al near Glenwood SprlngB,
, Albuquerque, the governor said that ion Is in Socorro county.
However, territorial treasurer, the
Assistant Territorial Engineer Neal leged that Jose Gonzales, register of He fled
Immediately after killing genial
M, A. Otero, was
left for Albuquerque last night and the United States land office at Las the
girl, and was only taken Into cus- busy receiving money for the treaswill go over the road, expecting to Cruces,, sent a notice to Juan Montody when he returned to San Miguel ury.
The receipts were as follows;
begin work right away and push the toya of Carthage, N. M., saying that
a few months ago, after being J. B. Reagan, treasurer of Roosevelt
work to an early completion. '.'If the his patent had arrived and was at his county
Chenault,
road is surveyed we can build that disposal. No reply was received from absent from the territory for nearly county, $585.73; C. II.
eleven years. Mondragon wanted to treasurer ot Quay county, $540.26;
bf Piously
portion In Bernalillo county for
Montoya, but it is stated that a letter marry Elina Galvan, she consented to Jose
of Socorro
y Torres, treasurer
said the governor. Then the was received by the register from
road will be built through Sandoval Mr. Van Wagner at Cuba, Sandoval the marriage and later Teconsldered county, $037.15; CelBO Lopez, treas
and said she would not marry him. He urer of Santa Fe county, $819 90; and
attentions
say
to stop until they :win the reforms
county.
county, asking that the patent be
.
.
went to the house to intercede with Walter B. Wagner, treasurer of San sentenced to 99 years In the terrltprl- ,
nn
they are after."
Tax Levy.
to hi in and inclosing an aff- her one
In
was
Sentence
al
1901.
penitentiary
night. Her father and mother Juan county, $184.48; Jose R, Luoero
where
money WB, t0 be dellvere(,
Discussing the tax levy ot ten mills idavit. This affidavit, sworn to before
Rellfllon for the Troops.
20
to
Governor
were
commuted
by
A
at home
years
conference was held clerk of the third
nd the ,lstrucUoll8 eancemlng tbe
as announced yesterday by Territori$422.95;
San Antonlp, Texas, April 12. Rev.
have stated In which the
to
is
Elchwald,
alleged
1909
Otero.
In
the
gave
governor
the girl in John Joerns,' clerk of the fourth Judi
father
al Auditor Sargent, the governor said
return of tbe chld gye
and Mrs. U B. Haines have begun a
that Juan Montoya was the late' hus- her refusal to marry upheld
the defendant. It cial district; $964.- - Cleofes Romero, me a complete pardon, while I was Wiggins took the child to his house series of protracted
that Its reduction Is a source ot
meetings near the
band
of Van Wagner's mother that fs, claimed
the
as
Scenic
at
on
Highway
the west side., iTbe same night army camp for the benefit of tbe solby the district attorney,1 warden of the penitentiary, convicts' employed
great gratification as the present
In her posseswas
land
described
the
to
went
and
I
Madrid
trustee.
a
then
2
that
the
for
as
about
witnesses
the
Bat- o'clock, I went in my auto diers. These meetingB are crowded
levy Includes the road tax. "It is
and only legal heir the father and mother of prosecution, earnings, $1,041.52; Charles V.
economical as we think the territory sion as the widow
the girl will ford, bank examiner'B fees, $25; there got married to Miss Luisa L. to Wiggins' house to Bee that the nightly, and while the rough life of a
can be run," he continued. "We wish of the late Juan Montoya, and that swear that the defendant deliberately Game and Fish Warden Gable, $11.76. Baca and remained there till the lat- - child was there and was being well j soldier is not conducive to the high-teto keep down expenses Just as low she, the said Manuellta B. de Montoya shot the girl at the conclusion of the
part of February, 1911. While I cared for. Before that milk and other
Land Entries,
It is conference and fled from th hn.,a
was at Madrid I received letters from things that the child would need had many of the men are taking deep in- as possible to conduct the affairs of was entitled to the patent.
The
were
the
land
entries
following
alleged that Gonzales, the register, and waB never Been agaln untu hJ
Will Rogers whom I had known in been provided. The night following. terest in this effort.
the territory safely and wisely."
Choirs have been
then forwarded the patent to Van was arrested by the mounted police a at the Santa Fe office yesterday
Las Vegas during about two years having obtained the 12,000 which I organized among tbe soldiers, and
Appointments.
S.
Jesse
William
Soles,
afMountalnair;
when I worked on the Scenic High- - received from my brother Albert, I sacred songs are features ot each
The governor announced the follow Wagner, the latter declaring in his re- few months ago upon his return from A. Bess,
Levy; John Grenks, Gibson; way and after I was
fidavit that the receiver's duplicate
Colorado, where he had been a fugi- Ventura Baca, La
pardoned, before went in my auto to a point on the Los service.
Ing appointments of members of armW,
Jara;
Joseph
which should be sent to the re tive for nearly eleven
The contents 'Alamos road, some distance beyond
I went to Wyoming.
He bas
years.
ory boards: Norman L. King, captain ceipt,
SllMcPherson,
Eldorado,
Oklahoma;
of one letter In substance
follows. the 8tock J'""18- - I then returned to TWO MEN DROPPED
of Company F, New Mexico National gister to receive the patent, had been made a statement to the effect that
verio
Ma
Jose
Rael,
Arroyo
Hondo;
It is alleged that Van Wagner he shot the
me
was
One
sent
about
the tne hoUBe of Wiggins In West Las Ve- to
letter
DEAD OF HEART DISEA8E.
Guard, and Colonel Jose D, Sena as lost.
that
accidentally;
girl
fias Zamora, Guadalupe; Fannie L.
10th of February; that he wanted ga8' secured the child and returned
members of the Santa Fe Armory held this patent in his possession during the conversation with the fath
Za
Santa
Jose
Pallo
h'B
mra
1
Brown,
Rosa;
Tno
mothermone'r'
me to come to Las Vegas; that he
er and the girl, the father ordered
Board, vice Carlos Vlerra, resigned eight months.
Montrose, Colo., April April 12.
Slsne- In my automobile until Sat-- a
mora, Halls Peack;,;Rumuldo
could make 110,000 In one minute. In 8e"e,ed.
W. C. Portertleld, member of Silver
The lives of two western slope men
"Attorney Elego Baca for Juan him from the house, and started to get ros,
A. Christie, Chi'h- t
in
Cuba;
Joseph
topped
former letter he had said that it
City Armory Board; Charles L. Bal Montoya says that both Juan Montoya a rifle in the corner of the room,
came to an abrupt end from heart disj"1' 'he
111.
tbe
.
my fair's ease.
t hA . hn. tn
lard, Roswell Armory Board; James and his wife are still living at Car when the defendant pulled his pistol cago,
John Carney, Sr., brother of a
bouse.
show
.
I
It
remained
there
until
El
Camlno
Real,
P. Escarte, Las Cruces Armory Board, thage, N. M., and havo no children; to protect himself from the father,
at once.
former lieutenant governor of Coloed the officers where It was hidden.
The
with
the
territorial
difficulty
.and M. L, Stern of the Albuquerque that he has been attorney to Montoya and that he discharged his pistol ac
sponse to that letter. I came to Las The
dead at Ouray while
Saturday following the taking rado, dropped
Armory Board.
in this and other matters for four cidentally, the bullet striking the girl, engineer's office regarding the route Vegas about February 23, 1911. After nf th rhlld I wpnt with mv hrnthor conversing with friends. T. M. Helm,
been
having
promptly
straightened I came (I had a.Sprained ankle at;
For the Treasury.
years past; that he has in his posses- killing her. Mondragon is a Mexican,
John t0 , houae o( wlggin9. ltM a Montrose veteran of the Civil War,
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero, sion the duplicate receipt fur entry and is about 32 years of age. He bas out, it Is announced that men and the time) I went to see Will Rogers ,John that j wante t0 ,nqulre En. died while attending to his duties as
teams
will
this
get
probbusy
week,
comat the office of the Agua Pura
has received the following sums for No. 0344, and that close investigation relatives In San Miguel county.
rque Scna 0P anjr of the offlcer8 Da(j janitor at the Johnson school.
ably In a day or two on the building pany and he asked me how I waslbeen
the territorial treasury: Camlllo San- has disclosed no other than Juan Mon
b
tohn rpmanpd i ,h ntn
ot
Camlno
Real
from
the
Albuquerque
him
fixed.
I told
chez, treasurer of Guadalupe county, toya who would fit the case or go to SIERRA COUNTY CATTLEMAN
badly fixed.
He;wbii0 I went in the house. Previous- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
to
line.
north
the
Sandoval
county
me
for
went
good
$221.41; Reymundo Romero, treasur- substantiate
at Danzlger's for ly I had written to Wiggins asking
the affidavit to which
AMONG THE MISSING.
(Small Holding Claim No. 4314.)
County Superintendent A. B. Stroup, $16. Danzlger stopped my credit and him to destroy
er of Torrance county, $98.57.
was
Van Wagner is alleged to have falsethat
everything
(013774 Coal Land.)
went up to Santa Fe the last of said he wouldn't let me have any left in the house
Land Entries.
The patent, it is alleged, Left Las Animas Last November and who
that' was connected
ly sworn.
(Republication.)
the week, says that 'the original sur more on Roger's
account March with the child. When I went there in
.The following were the land en- 1b now in the hands of the register ' ' Disappeared From El Paso on
vey outlined by former Territorial 28th I went to see Will Rogers at the my auto on the Saturday of which I Department of the Interior,
tries at the Santa Fe land office yes- at Las Cruces, having been returned
Dec, 14 Daughter Mak--- .
United
States
Land Office.
Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan took Agua Pura company at night. I was have spoken, I told Wiggins to be
Jose B. Archuleta, Wagon to that official when the register
terday:
i
ing 8earch.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 20, 1911.
to the sand hills four miles north, and
Mound; Manuel Sanchez, Estancla; wrote Van Wagner and demanded its
wife
not
at
was
going by tbe place where he keeps careful.
Wiggins
Notice is hereby given that the folfor that reason the Good Roads Com his auto next door to his father's home during the time that the child
Sarah 1 Morris, Cuervo; Patricio Tru-Jill- return on the
that he was not Miss Alice Murray, of L,aB Animas, mission
lowing named claimants have filed nothe route would be shop, during the same day and he was in the house.
La Jara; John L. Robinson, Ce- entitled to It. ground
thought
Sierra
El Paso,
county. Is at
dar Hill; Aurellano La Dassar, Stansatisfactory. On receipt of the reso told me he wanted to see me at the I had agreed with Wiggins that he tice of their intention to make final
'Van Wagner was brought In from Texas,
in
to
an effort
find lution of the
in support of his claim under
ley.
county commissioners Agua Pura office that night. Wben
should have two or three thousand dol- proof
some trace of her father, M. H. Mur ot
Cuba, 110 miles, to Bernalillo by
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Bernalillo county standing pat for came to the Agua Pura office, there lars as his share of the ransom.
Notary Public.
to
Jail ray, a prominent New Mexico cattledeputy sheriff and committed
3 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
a road straight north, the engineer at was another fellow there that
Governor Mills has appointed Mi- after he failed to furnish the specified
night I make this statement of my own
man, who disappeared from El Paso once revised the instructions
to ass- The other fellow asked me for the free will and accord and not as a re by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
guel A. Lobato of Petaca, Rio Arriba bond,
on December 14, and nothing heard
istant engineer C H. Neal, who is at use of the house, while Rogers went suit of any threats or intimidations. Stats., 470), and that said proof will
county, a notary public.
Van Wagner has been for some from him since that time. Mr. Mur- Albuquerque to oversee the beginning to
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
I I will add that Joseph Wiggins and
I told him
get two cigars,
New Classification.
In
Las Animas on ot
it is said, a minister at ray left bis home
work. There Is now no obsta- wouldn't let him have the houae, but myself were the only ones concerned S Ct. Coair, at Cuba, N. M., on May
the
The classification of the counties yca,rs past,
catand recently came Into promi November 25 to sell a trainload of
viz.: Eplmenio
A Mlera
22, 1911,
cle In the way of Immediate' construcfor salaries of district attorneys for Cuba
they could pull the staple if they In this matter or who had any know!
The ' draft for tion, and the
In connection with the charges tle in Kansas City.
transferee of Pedro Montoya,
Cuba,
shovels and scraper will wanted, as I was going away for three e(ise of It.
the year 1911, based on laws of 1907, nence
this
was
sale
returned to an El Paso move
election
ot fraud in the statehood
N. M for the claim 4314, In Sees. 29,
WILL ROGERS.
from now on.
four days. I went with my wife
briskly
or
(Signed)
(also Sec. 6, Chap. 22, 1909) Is as folbeen
cashed
at Kansas
filed before the house committee on bank, having
30 and 31, T. 20 N, R. 1 W., N. M. P.
lows:
Lands Open to 320-A- c re Homesteads. and my three children to the house
stated City and the full amount, $6,500 taken
Van Wagner
M. & B.
territories.
of my aunt, Fellpa Leyba, who lives P0RTALE3 DECIDES TO
Bernalillo, clasB A; Chaves class A;
or
The
Deot
A
classification
Mr.
dated
letter
designation
Murray.
did not by
He names the following witnesses
Colfax class B; Curry class D; Dona among other things, that he
REMAIN DRY TERRITORY.
near the cemetery. I stayed
there
e
lands
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entered
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under
Shelon
the
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and
Hotel
written
to prove his actual continuous ads
.
Ana class C; Eddy class B; Grant consider his life safe In that section
till the morning-o31st of March.
the
law
homestead
was
don
devolves
upthe
received
enlarged
by
stationery
class B; Guadalupe class E; Lincoln or words to that effect, and made
It was Friday morning.
When I Wets Are Turned Down by a Vote of verse possession of said tract for
A. family, In this letter the cattleman on the United States Geological Surtwenty years next preceding the sur91 to 80 Compromise Ticket
class D; Lune class D; McKlnley very serious charges against E.
came back I found a note on the buBald
to
Areas
are
home
to
be
Kanbe
vey.
recommended
would,
that
by
go
vey of the township, viz.:
Is Elected.
class B; Mora class E; Otero class D; Mlera ot Sandoval county and others sas
reau,
you
saying
destroy
everything
office
Mr.
as
to
told
his
under
City,
being
Murray
subject
family
.o
entry
statements as
Atanacio Jaramlllo, J. J. Salazar,
Quay class C; Rio Arriba class E; with equally strong
that be was planning to go to Mexico that law provided they are found to find. The note waB signed "V. R." I At Portales this week, the citizens Celso Sandoval, Reyes Lucero, all of
Roosevelt class E; Sandoval class E; fraud. Illegal liquor selling and other to
destroyed it. In former letters I had by a vote of 91 to 80 decided to re
be
more
not
of
from
cattle.
fact
The
that
buy
susceptible
Irrigation
ratification
Cuba, N. M.
San Juan class E; San Miguel class things in the statehood
he cashed the draft for the Kansas any readily avallabe water supply. received at Madrid from Will Rogers main dry after two years of Prohlbi
Any person who desires to protest
At the same time, Mrs. W. 0.
A; Santa Fe class C; Sierra class E election."
of the enlarged ho always asked me to destroy them tlon.
City shipment tends to show that he Since the passage
the allowance ot said proof
against
Socorro class C; Taos class E; Tor
nominI
and
P.
Oldham
after
them.
Mrs.
J.
Stone
So
reading
destroyed
intended to go to Mexico and would homestead act In February, 1909, the
or who knows of any substantial rearanee class E; Union class D; Valen- WILL HOLD BAZAAR
need the money for the payment on Survey has recommended for desig- those I found in the house when 1 re- ated for school trustees were defeated son under the laws and
regulations ot
cia class E,
found two pairs of baby's by Will Smith and A. J. Smith.
AND FETE WAY 2. the cattle.
Every possible effort has nation 189,127,778 acres as thus sub- turned. I a
the Interior Department why such
In
man'B
a
of
the
city
pair
election, representatives
pantelettes,
Other Classification.
pants,
e
been made to locate the missing cat- ject to homestead entry in
proof should not be allowed will be
and a mask, a vest, (Man's), a of the Prohibition and
of
The following
In the first week of May there will tleman,. 'Detectives have been employ tracls.
classification
153,412 cap
During February,
an opportunity at the above- counties for salaries of county com be a bazaar for the benefit of the new ed and have been at work on the mys-- ; acres were so classified aB non-lrr- l
pair of overshoes'B about No. 7. That tion sides got together and named a given
mentioned time and place to cross- I
the
was
in
of
the
Our
them
of
put
Church
and
Friday.
ticket,
of
compromise
consisting
Lady
the
privy
missloners, probate Judges
pro rectory
terious disappearance, but without gable.
The designation having been
of said claim
bate clerks for the year 1911, as based Guadalupe. The bazaar will be In success. It is feared that he has met made by the Secretary of the Interior. vault, all but the vest and overshoes. following: Mayor, Walter Brandon; examine the witnesses
two years and treasurer, Ar- ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
trustee
The
Mrs.
on laws of 1905; figured on a 161-- charge of the ladles of the parish and with an accident or has been held up the lands are then made
overshoes
burned.
Wiggins
subject to
mill levy:
Will Rogers came to my thur F. Jones; trustee two years, 0. V. ot that substituted by claimant.
will be quite an elaborate affair. It in Mexico by the Insurrectqa.
enlarged entry by the General Land Saturday
MANUEL
R. OTERO,
house
and
John Rogers stayed outside Johnson; trustee one year, M. S, Ser-viBernalillo class A; Chaves class A will be given in Library Hall and last
'
Office.
Register.
Will came in and asked
Colfax class A; Curry class B; Dona several days. A card party and a supin
had
the
auto.
this
after
ticket
Shortly
Cattle Sanitary Board.
EDWARD L. 8HAW,
Ana class A; Eddy class A; Grant
but
been
me:
of
"Does
talk
anyone
you
here
with
the
connected
accepted
by
features
representatives
are
per
TARIFF EXPERT, HERE.
The territorial
Cattle
Sanitary English." I said: "No." My wife was both sides, a fac'Ion of the antls beclass A; Guadalupe class C; Lincoln bazaar. Although the number of
FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE
Board at Albuquerque,
yesterday, there also. Will said: "Did you de- came dissatisfied and as a result anclass A; Luna class A; McKlnley workers may be small they are Is
(Small Holding Claim.)
Fifteen States to Ascertain transacted routine business. Though
Visiting
class D; Mora class D; Otero class enthusiastic and a brilliant success 1b
I said: "Yes." other ticket was put out consisting of
(013785.)
stroy everything."
Cost of Producing Wool and
this is a season of buying rather than Will said: "Yon know me well." I the
A; Quay class A; Rio Arriba class predicted for this fete.
(Republication.)
following: Mayor, W. I. Lulkart;
Mohair Report to Taft.
been
have
shipping,
heavy
shipments
D; Roosevelt class C; Sandoval class
said: "Yes." : Will said: "I'll make trustee one year and treasurer. A, J. Department of the Interior,
As soon as funds are available,
Edward L. Shaw, technical expert
E; San Juan class D; San Miguel which will be about the middle of of the tariff board, of Washington, D. recorded according to figures compli- this all right with you." I said "You Goodwin; trustee two years. J. S.
United States Land Office.
ed by the cattle board. The showing
class A; Santa Fe class A; Sierra
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 20, 1911.
That is the name and title and ot this year is far In advance of that go on and tend to your business and.Pearce; trustee two years, R. H. t
May, the construction of the new rec- C.
class C; Socorro class A; Taos class
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
me alone. That was all that was ams.
The election passed off very
place of residence of the special rep made
tory will begin.
a similar period a year said."
during
E; Torrance class D; Union class A;
everyone
Apolonlo Sena came to aiy peaceably, and apparently
lowing named claimants have filed noIt is to be thoroughly modern struc resentative sent out by the tariff com ago. The cattle shipped numbered
Valencia class C.
house Saturday, April 8 and asked me was satisfied. The andldates foj the tice of their Intention to make final
mission to travel all over the west
ture, bungalow in style.
as against 22,200 in the spring some
Santa, Fe county has advanced from
and southwest to ascertain the cost 37,505
questions. Sunday afternoon he offices of marshal and town clerk wore proof In support of his claim under
cIbbs D In which It was last year.
ot producing wool and mohair. His quarter of 1910; horses shipped num came back and asked me to come to placed on both tickets alike. The sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
bered 2,425, while last year's showing
VAPPY RESULTS.
Insane Asylum,
1S91 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
his house. I went to his house at 5 compromise ticket was elected by sub- trip Is with a view of giving first hand
will
be made
Extensive repairs
Information to President Taft and his for the spring quarter was 1,567. Dur o'clock Sunday afternoon. I promised stantlal ma'oritles
21, 1893 (27
mayor by a
the act of February
citi
Fe
scores
Santa
of
No wonder
377 brands
during the spring upon the buildings
advisers, It is said, so that they will ing the last three months
him I would come back and tell him jorlty of 23; the trustees by a majorl- - stats., 470), and that said proof will
Is
enthusiastic.
It
zens
enough 'know what to
grow
of the New Mexico Hospital for the
say about schedule K have been recorded.
everything I know, and that I would ty of from 20 to 30. Stirling P. Moo- - be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
Insane at Las Vegas. Tuesday the to make anyone happy to find relief which will come up for a "special
Lands Withdrawn In San Juan
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Las Vegas hospital, where he bad
been a patient for several weeks. Mo-Cormlck came to Las Vegas March 10
from hla home in Chicago. He is sur-vlved by a sister, Mrs. L. Fording,
who resides In Chicago.
Lumber Mill for Wagon Moun- dF. L. Myers and
Superintendent
Chief Engineer Ncwby of the Santa
Fe system were at Wagon Mound this
week and selected a Bite
city blocks, south of the Santa Fe
depot, lor li e location o. a lumuer
mm. ine oia sueeu uiiunug piaui on.
the place will be removed.

IS YOUR SKIN ON FIRE?
Does it seem to you that you can't
stand another minute of that awful
burning Itch?
That It MUST be cooled?
That you MUST have relief?
Get a mixture of Oil of Winter-green Thymol, and other soothing In
gredlents as compounded only ln D.
p p Proscriptions '
.
ST0P that .
ful burning Instantly!
d
00th RJi hca
Th)

ALBUQUERQUE SCOUTS IN
CAMP

ON RIO GRANDE,

HOW HE COSED

Seventy Strong They March Out of
City and Will Have Vacation of
Three Days.
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Death of Mrs. M. R, Buchanan
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cia Daily Herald.
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Divorce Granted Chief Justice Wil- - was lack of funds to condemn the nec-lia- of M. R. Buchanan, manager of thei
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